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At our Spring 2021 ceremonies, we are conferring degrees to 4,435 outstanding Yellow Jackets — 2,265 bachelor’s degree students, 1,970 master’s degree students, and 200 doctoral students.

All graduations are special, but I take great pride in the fact that Georgia Tech has been able to safely recognize our graduates from the 2020-2021 academic year with in-person commencement ceremonies for both semesters. That isn’t the type of trademark achievement I ever thought I’d boast about for one of the world’s top research universities, but the challenges we’ve all endured since Covid-19 first appeared make this a truly extraordinary achievement. And the graduates we’re now celebrating had a lot to do with that.

The innovative surveillance testing system our own faculty, staff, and graduate students built last summer has kept our community as safe as possible from infection, allowing for a deliberate return to campus life starting last August. But this incredible safeguard only works when our campus community actively participates and sets aside time from their busy schedules for frequent testing. And that’s exactly what our students did. They worked hard academically, all while doing everything in their power to protect their instructors and fellow students. Their contributions to this community made this academic year possible. That’s the Georgia Tech way — that’s Progress and Service — and that’s another thing we are celebrating now.

This year also offers an important reminder of the crucial role of science, technology, and research institutions such as Georgia Tech in our society. Thanks to the work of hundreds of leading scientists in universities across the globe, advances in messenger RNA biotechnology provided the basis for the rapid development and evaluation of the vaccines currently being deployed worldwide. As vaccinations continue to ramp up, I do believe we’re nearing the end of this most unusual and challenging chapter of life.

This past academic year asked a lot of us — and frankly, sometimes it seemed like too much. But although we’ve suffered painful losses and costly disruptions, I couldn’t be prouder to say that this community has responded with nothing but ingenuity, compassion, and eagerness to solve problems. For the dedication and sacrifice of our students, faculty, and staff, I’m exceedingly grateful to each of you.

And to our graduates’ families and friends — those who inspired, guided, and challenged our graduates — we are celebrating today because of the support you’ve been providing for years. Thank you.

Throughout the Institute’s 136-year history, Yellow Jackets have set themselves apart through a trademark spirit of resilience, creativity, and dedication. That’s because Georgia Tech exists to guide the Progress and extend the Service this world needs — to make people’s lives better and to develop pioneering solutions to humanity’s greatest challenges. And based on what the Class of 2021 has already accomplished, I know we’ll be celebrating these fine Yellow Jackets for years and generations to come.

Graduating from Georgia Tech is a monumental achievement all by itself. Graduating from Georgia Tech at the end of the 2020-2021 academic year is another thing entirely. But this is no time to look back. It’s time to look ahead. To push forward. To go out and make an impact on the world like only Yellow Jackets can. Congratulations, Class of 2021!

Ángel Cabrera
President, Georgia Institute of Technology
# Doctoral Ceremony

**9 a.m. | May 7, 2021**  
**Order of Events**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Ceremonies</td>
<td>Ángel Cabrera President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Anthem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>Isabella Thavi Sanders Doctoral Degree Candidate Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induction into the Alumni Association</td>
<td>Jocelyn Stargel IE 1982, MSIE 1986 Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of Honorary Degree</td>
<td>H. Milton Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commencement Address</td>
<td>Ryan Gravel Founder, Sixpitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation and Hooding of Doctoral Degree Candidates</td>
<td>Steven W. McLaughlin Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferring of Degrees</td>
<td>Ángel Cabrera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alma Mater*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President’s Party Recessional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Ramblin’ Wreck”*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isuutes and Audience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Master’s Ceremony

**1 p.m. | May 7, 2021**  
**Order of Events**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Ceremonies</td>
<td>Ángel Cabrera President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Anthem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>Sheryl Freeman Ratnam Master's Degree Candidate Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induction into the Alumni Association</td>
<td>Jocelyn Stargel IE 1982, MSIE 1986 Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commencement Address</td>
<td>Stacey A. Dixon Deputy Director, National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of Master’s Degree Candidates</td>
<td>Charles Isbell College of Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaye Husbands Fealing Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steven P. French College of Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maryam Alavi Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Collard College of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raheem Beyah College of Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conferring of Degrees</td>
<td>Ángel Cabrera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alma Mater*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President’s Party Recessional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Ramblin’ Wreck”*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isuutes and Audience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bachelor’s Morning Ceremony

8 a.m. | May 8, 2021
Order of Events

Processional
Master of Ceremonies
Ángel Cabrera
President

National Anthem
Reflection
Sidartha Rakuram
Bachelor’s Degree Candidate
Computer Science

Induction into the Alumni Association
Jocelyn Stargel
IE 1982, MSIE 1986
Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association

ROTC Commissioning
Clifford Woodburn
Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Army

Commencement Address
Ed Bastian
CEO, Delta Air Lines

Introduction of Academic Deans
Steven W. McLaughlin
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Presentation of Undergraduate Degree Candidates
Irfan Essa
College of Computing
Steven P. French
College of Design
Susan Lozier
College of Sciences
Raheem Beyah
College of Engineering

Conferring of Degrees
Ángel Cabrera

Alma Mater*
President’s Party Recessional
“Ramblin’ Wreck”*
Graduates and Audience

---

* Please turn to the inside back cover for song lyrics.

Bachelor’s Afternoon Ceremony

1 p.m. | May 8, 2021
Order of Events

Processional
Master of Ceremonies
Ángel Cabrera
President

National Anthem
Reflection
Abigail Burke
Bachelor’s Degree Candidate
Economics and International Affairs

Induction into the Alumni Association
Jocelyn Stargel
IE 1982, MSIE 1986
Chair, Georgia Tech Alumni Association

Commissioning of ROTC
Clifford Woodburn
Lieutenant Colonel, U.S. Army

Commencement Address
Paul Judge
Co-Founder, TechSquare Labs
Managing Partner, Panoramic Ventures
Co-Founder and Executive Chairman, Pindrop

Introduction of Academic Deans
Steven W. McLaughlin
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Presentation of Undergraduate Degree Candidates
Kaye Husbands Fealing
Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Craig Womack
Ernest Scheller Jr. College of Business
Susan Lozier
College of Sciences
Raheem Beyah
College of Engineering

Conferring of Degrees
Ángel Cabrera

Alma Mater*
President’s Party Recessional
“Ramblin’ Wreck”*
Graduates and Audience

---

* Please turn to the inside back cover for song lyrics.
Ceremony Speakers

Doctoral Ceremony Speaker

Ryan Gravel

Ryan Gravel, AICP, is an urban thinker, designer, author, and builder — an entrepreneur working on ideas about the future of cities. His master’s thesis at Georgia Tech in 1999 was the original vision for the Atlanta Beltline, a 22-mile transit greenway that, with 15 years of progress, is changing both the physical form of his city and the decisions people make about living there. Now a $4 billion public-private investment in the early stages of implementation, the project’s health and economic benefits are already evident through record-breaking use of its first section of mainline trail and more than $5 billion of private-sector redevelopment since 2005.

Gravel has received numerous awards and press related to his work on the Atlanta Beltline and tells his story internationally, but an essential aspect of his work is yet to come. Alongside project work at Sixpitch and research on similar “catalyst infrastructure” projects around the world, he makes a compelling case about what this movement means and why it matters. In his book, Where We Want to Live, (St. Martin’s Press, 2016), Gravel investigates the cultural side of infrastructure, describing how its intimate relationship with our way of life can illuminate a brighter path forward for cities.

Gravel's story has made ink in the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Monocle, The Guardian, The Globe and Mail, CityLab, CNN International, USA Today, and Esquire Magazine. He has been listed among the “100 Most Influential Georgians” by Georgia Trend Magazine, 2014; the “GOOD 100” by GOOD Magazine, 2013; “Visionary Bureaucrat” by Streetsblog, 2012; and “Top 25 Newsmakers” of 2011 by Engineering News-_record. He received Trees Atlanta’s Individual Tree Champion award in 2019, a “Trailblazer” award in 2018 from the South Fork Conservancy; an “Emerging Voices” citation from the AIA-Atlanta in 2011; and the Jenny D. Thurston Memorial Award from the Atlanta Urban Design Commission in 2007. He was named one of “45 Atlantans We Love” by Atlanta Magazine in 2006; one of “40-under-40” from the Atlanta Business Chronicle in 2006; and one of the “Best & Brightest” by Esquire magazine in 2006. Other honors include a Special Award of Recognition from AIA-Atlanta in 2005 and a Golden Shoe Award for pedestrian-friendly research from PEDS in 2003.

Gravel is the board chair of Generator and serves on boards for the Partnership for Southern Equity and the MillionMile Greenway. He serves on the Urban Land Institute Atlanta’s Liveable Community Council and the Lifecycle Building Center’s Advisory Board.

Gravel holds a Master of Architecture, an M.S. in city planning, and a B.S. in architecture from the Georgia Institute of Technology.

Master’s Ceremony Speaker

Stacey A. Dixon

Stacey A. Dixon became the eighth deputy director of the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) on July 1, 2019. In this role, she assists the director both in leading the agency and in managing the National System for Geospatial Intelligence.

From 2018 to 2019, she served as the fourth director of the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA), after serving as its deputy director from 2016 to 2018. Before joining IARPA, Dixon served as the deputy director of NGA’s research directorate, where she oversaw geospatial intelligence research and development.

Prior to that, she served as NGA’s chief of congressional and intergovernmental affairs, and then deputy director of NGA’s corporate communications office.

From 2007 to 2010, she was a staff member for the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, and from 2003 to 2007, she worked for the Central Intelligence Agency, where she was assigned to the National Reconnaissance Office’s advanced systems and technology directorate.

Dixon holds both a doctorate and master’s degree in mechanical engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology, and a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from Stanford University. She also was a chemical engineer postdoctoral fellow at the University of Minnesota. She additionally serves as a presidentially nominated member of the Board of Visitors to the U.S. Coast Guard Academy. Dixon is a native of the District of Columbia, where she currently resides.
Bachelor’s Morning Ceremony Speaker

Ed Bastian

As CEO of Delta Air Lines, Ed Bastian leads a team of 75,000 global professionals who are building the world’s premier international airline, powered by a people-driven, customer-focused culture and spirit of innovation.

Under Bastian’s leadership, Delta is transforming the air travel experience with generational investments in technology, aircraft, airport facilities, and most importantly, Delta’s employees worldwide. A 20-year Delta veteran, Bastian has been a critical leader in Delta’s long-term strategy and a champion of putting Delta’s shared values of honesty, integrity, respect, perseverance, and servant leadership at the core of every decision.

Since being named Delta’s CEO in May 2016, Bastian has expanded Delta’s leading position as the world’s most reliable airline while growing its global footprint and enhancing the customer experience in the air and on the ground. During his tenure as CEO, Delta has become the world’s most awarded airline, having been named the Wall Street Journal’s top U.S. airline; Fortune’s most admired airline worldwide; the most on-time global airline by FlightGlobal; a Glassdoor Employee’s Choice company; and more. Delta has returned to sustained profitability, regaining its investment-grade credit rating with all three major ratings agencies and paying out more than $1 billion in profit-sharing to employees every year over the past four years. In 2018, Fortune magazine named Bastian among “The World’s 50 Greatest Leaders,” and in 2019, he was elected to the membership of the Council on Foreign Relations.

Bastian’s commitment to putting the health and safety of employees and customers first amid the ongoing Covid-19 global pandemic has resulted in the airline’s industry-leading Delta CareStandard, enabling a cleaner, more reliable, and safe travel experience for the long term.

Bastian sums up his job in five words: “Taking care of our people.” This reflects his leadership philosophy, which is based on the “virtuous circle” — if you take care of your people, they take care of your customers, whose business and loyalty allows you to reward your investors.

Bastian joined Delta in 1998 as vice president, Finance and Controller, and was promoted to senior vice president in 2000. He left Delta in 2005 and became senior vice president and chief financial officer of Acuity Brands. He returned to Delta six months later to become chief financial officer, and in 2007 was appointed to serve as Delta’s president.

Prior to joining Delta, Bastian held senior finance positions at Frito-Lay International and Pepsi-Cola International. Bastian started his career with Price Waterhouse where he became an audit partner in its New York practice.

Bastian grew up in Poughkeepsie, New York, and graduated from St. Bonaventure University with a bachelor’s degree in business administration. He lives in Atlanta and is deeply involved in his faith, family, and community.

Bachelor’s Afternoon Ceremony Speaker

Paul Judge

Paul Judge is a technology entrepreneur and investor. He co-founded three companies that were acquired and has invested in more than 30 companies. He is managing partner of Panoramic Ventures, and co-founder and executive chairman of Pindrop.

Previously, Judge was co-founder of TechSquare Labs. He also was co-founder of Purewire, a web security company, which was acquired by Barracuda in 2008. He served as chief research officer at Barracuda through its IPO in 2013. Prior to this, he was chief technology officer of CipherTrust, a leader in email security, which was acquired by Secure Computing in 2006.

Judge is the lead inventor of more than 30 patents and has received many awards, including being named to Fortune’s Top 40 Under 40 List.

He is a member of the 2016 class of Henry Crown Fellows and the Aspen Global Leadership Network at the Aspen Institute. He holds a Ph.D. and an M.S. in computer science from the Georgia Institute of Technology and a B.S. in computer science from Morehouse College.
On Sept. 1, 2019, Ángel Cabrera became the 12th president of the Georgia Institute of Technology. Cabrera came to Georgia Tech after serving for seven years as president of George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia. A top-10 public research university in the U.S., Georgia Tech has outstanding programs in business, computing, design, engineering, liberal arts, and the sciences. With 40,000 students and more than 170,000 living alumni who work in business, industry, and government throughout the world, Georgia Tech has become internationally recognized for the quality of its educational and research programs.

Under Cabrera's leadership, thousands of members of the Georgia Tech community contributed to a new 10-year strategic plan launched in Fall 2020. The plan is grounded on a new mission statement that reaffirms Tech’s commitment to “developing leaders who advance technology and improve the human condition.”

He has led the Institute through one of the most critical times in its history in response to the coronavirus pandemic — internally to prioritize the health and safety of the Tech community and externally to develop innovative solutions to combat the disease.

Under Cabrera’s leadership at George Mason, the university accounted for more than half of all enrollment growth in Virginia, increased student outcomes, and joined the top tier of research universities in the Carnegie Classification. From 2004 to 2012, he served as president of the Thunderbird School of Global Management, now part of Arizona State University. Prior to that he was dean of IE Business School in Madrid.

As a business educator, Cabrera has played a key role in advancing professional ethics, internationalization, and corporate social responsibility. As a senior advisor to the United Nations Global Compact, in 2007 he was the lead author of the “Principles for Responsible Management Education,” now adopted by more than 700 schools around the world. He is also a co-founder of the University Global Coalition, an international network of universities working in partnership with the United Nations in support of the Sustainable Development Goals.

Cabrera has been named a “Young Global Leader” by the World Economic Forum, a “Star of Europe” by Bloomberg Businessweek, a “Henry Crown Fellow” by the Aspen Institute, and a “Great Immigrant” by the Carnegie Corporation of New York. He has received honorary degrees from Miami Dade College and Universidad Politécnica de Madrid.

Cabrera serves on the boards of the National Geographic Society, the Atlanta Committee for Progress, the Bankinter Foundation for Innovation, and the Metro Atlanta Chamber.

Cabrera earned his M.S. and Ph.D. in cognitive psychology from Georgia Tech, which he attended as a Fulbright Scholar. He also holds a B.S. and an M.S. in computer and electrical engineering from Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. He has published extensively in academic journals and has been featured or quoted in leading media around the world.

He is married to management scholar and Georgia Tech classmate Elizabeth. Their son, Alex, is a recent Georgia Tech graduate and currently a Ph.D. student at Carnegie Mellon University. Their daughter, Emilia, is a senior at Harvard University. Cabrera is the first native of Spain to serve as president of an American university.
Steven W. McLaughlin is provost and executive vice president for Academic Affairs at the Georgia Institute of Technology, as well as a professor in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering.

McLaughlin first joined Georgia Tech as a member of the faculty in 1996. From 2017 to 2020, he served as dean and Southern Company Chair of Georgia Tech’s College of Engineering, the largest engineering college in the country. Prior roles include the Steve W. Chaddick School Chair in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering from 2012 to 2017, and the vice provost for International Initiatives and Steven A. Denning Chair in Global Engagement from 2007 to 2012.

In 2014 he co-founded CREATE-X, a campuswide effort to instill entrepreneurial confidence in students and help them launch companies. The program has successfully launched 225 student-led companies and engaged more than 4,000 students in the principles and practice of evidence-based entrepreneurship.

In 2011 he was awarded the honor Chevalier dans l’Ordre Nationale de Merite (Knight of the French National Order of Merit), the second highest civilian award given by France. He was the first Georgia Tech recipient of the Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers and was cited by President Bill Clinton for “leadership in the development of high-capacity, nonbinary optical recording formats.” He is a past president of the IEEE Information Theory Society and is a Fellow of the IEEE.

McLaughlin’s research interests are in the general area of communications and information theory. His research group has published in the areas of forward error correction and equalization in wireless communications, magnetic/optical data storage, data security, and privacy. He has advised more than 50 master’s and Ph.D. students and postdoctoral scholars. His group has published more than 250 papers in journals and conferences and holds 36 U.S. patents.

He holds a B.S. in electrical engineering from Northwestern University, a master’s degree in electrical engineering from Princeton University, and a Ph.D. in electrical and computer engineering from the University of Michigan.
The mace is an ornamental staff carried as a symbol of authority. The office of the mace bearer, though purely ornamental, dates back to medieval England when special occasions required the use of a bodyguard. In colonial America, the mace became a symbol of office when it was used in conjunction with academic regalia.

The Georgia Tech mace carried in today’s ceremony was designed by Cabell Heyward, a former research scientist in the College of Design, and was first used in April 1988 at the presidential installation of John P. Crecine. The mace was made possible by a gift from the Georgia Tech Student Foundation and the Class of 1934.

The primary focus of the mace is its three brass rods, which demonstrate the principle of “tensegrity,” a concept of structure combining tension and integrity developed by R. Buckminster Fuller in 1927. The integrity, or wholeness, of the mace is maintained by each of the rods being held in place by the tension of the steel wire; the rods do not touch one another at any point.

The brass rods symbolize the three primary components of Georgia Tech’s mission: education, research, and service. The gold color of the brass and the white color of the steel wire represent Georgia Tech’s colors. The mace also incorporates three silver metallic seals, which are reproductions of the official seal of the state of Georgia, the original seal of Georgia Tech, and the current seal of the Institute.

The mace was fabricated by Heyward and Arthur Schoenfeld, another former research scientist in the College of Design, in conjunction with Atlanta jeweler Robert Nagle.

**ACADEMIC REGALIA**

The academic regalia worn by today’s participants is a colorful relic dating back to the Middle Ages, when education was a function of religious organizations. The monks’ habit and the cowl worn over their heads were predecessors of the modern black gowns and hoods. The mortarboard was developed from the skullcaps worn during medieval days by churchmen officiating at religious services.

In 1894, American universities standardized gown styles for the three different types of degrees. Doctoral candidates at Georgia Tech wear customized gold regalia with full rounded sleeves, velvet facings on the front, and velvet bars on the sleeves. Hoods are lined in Georgia Tech’s colors of white and gold. The doctoral hood is distinguished by its blue trim, which is the color representing philosophy. Doctoral candidates also wear a six-pointed tam in the same blue trim.

Master’s degree candidates wear the traditional black gown with full-length square sleeves that have a crescent-shaped piece hanging from each sleeve. The gowns are also adorned with the Georgia Tech seal. The master’s hoods are lined in white and gold and are distinguished on the outside by the color of their degree program. Recipients of the bachelor’s degree wear a similar black gown, but with no hood and no additional material at the bottom of the sleeves.

Caps used by master’s and bachelor’s graduates are traditional mortarboards, and tassels are white and gold.
ACADEMIC DEGREES
The Bachelor’s Degree
The bachelor’s degree is the oldest academic degree used by American colleges and universities. The degree, which represents completion of a four-year course of study, was first awarded in 1642 to the graduating class of Harvard College.

The Master’s Degree
The master’s degree represents the completion of one or two years of study beyond the bachelor’s degree. The degree dates back to the oldest universities in Europe, and it usually requires a thesis and an oral examination.

The Doctoral Degree
The doctoral degree is the most advanced academic degree conferred by American institutions of learning. “Doctor,” which means teacher or instructor, was used as a title in the 12th century to denote men of great learning.

INTERNATIONAL PLAN
The International Plan is a challenging four-year program that works in tandem with an undergraduate’s academic curriculum to produce globally competent citizens. The International Plan utilizes existing study, work, and research abroad opportunities available through the Office of International Education and the Center for Career Discovery and Development.

COOPERATIVE PLAN
The Undergraduate Cooperative Education Program is an academic option designed to complement a student’s formal education with paid, practical work experience directly related to the student’s academic major. It is available in all engineering majors, as well as many majors in other colleges at Georgia Tech.

HONORS QUALIFICATIONS AND CORDS
Honor designations are for undergraduates at Georgia Tech who have met the minimum residency hours requirement of 60 hours, as well as the minimum GPA.

- To achieve honor, the minimum GPA is 3.15.
- To achieve high honor, the minimum GPA is 3.35.
- To achieve highest honor, the minimum GPA is 3.55.

Changes in honor status may also occur after final printing. Georgia Tech issues honor cords to recognize students’ academic achievements. White cords denote honor, gold cords denote high honor, and a braided white and gold cord denotes highest honor.

THE RAMBLIN’ WRECK
The Ramblin’ Wreck is the 1930 Ford Model A Sport coupe that serves as the official mascot. The Wreck is present at all major sporting events and student body functions. Its most noticeable role is leading the football team into Bobby Dodd Stadium at Historic Grant Field, a duty that the Wreck has performed since 1961.

THE WHISTLE
Tech’s iconic steam whistle blasts its signal when Tech wins a home football game and for milestone events.

BUZZ
Legendary Tech icon Buzz made his first campus appearance at a student pep rally in 1980. Over the past three decades, Buzz has gone on to become one of the most beloved — and globally recognized — university mascots.

IN MEMORIAM
We recognize the passing of members of the Georgia Tech community with the floral arrangement at the front of the stage.

GUEST DECORUM
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of excitement for individual graduates. Such expressions detract from the recognition due the next graduate in line. Your cooperation is appreciated.
Doctor of Philosophy

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Arman Afshar
Mayank Vasant Bendarkar
Hao Chen
Hanna Maria Ek
Xiaofan Fei
Coleby Ira Friedland
Feyyaz Guner
Kenneth Arthur Hart Jr.
Eric John Inclan
Mark Kendrick Leader
Chase Michael Leibenguth
Chiluwata Lungu
Venkata Ramana Makkapati
Eugina D. Mendez Ramos
Metin Firat Ozcan
Kevin Alexander Reilley
John Hartwell Ridderhof
John Stack Robinson
Darshan Sarojini
Mingxuan Shi
Colby Jay Weit
Bin Wu

ALGORITHMS, COMBINATORICS, AND OPTIMIZATION
He Guo
Guanyi Wang

ARCHITECTURE
Mohanned Mutlaq Althobaiti
Gustavo Garcia Do Amaral
Yun Joon Jung
Zorana Matic

BIOENGINEERING
Jeffrey Fun-Shen Gau
Ge-Ah Robin Kim
Justin Yi-Kai Lee
April Marie Miguez
Angel Javier Santiago-Lopez
Marcus Anthony Walker
Laura Delaney Weinstock

BIONFORMATICS
Camila Medrano Trochez
Angela Mo
Petr Ivov Penev
Carlos Alexander Ruiz Perez
Xin Wu
Parisa Yousefi Zowj

BIOLOGY
Ana Gabriel Clavere Graciette
Cristian Voicu Crisan
Zachery Jordan Deckner
Zahra Nassiri Toosi
Kasahun Neselu

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Elorm John Agra
Alexandra Maria Atalis
Fabrice Christopher Bernard
Mark Jude Connolly
Ryan Alan Hoffman
Melissa Prasang Lokugamage
Meghan Jeanne O’Melia
Joshua Isai Palacios
Lauren Faith Sestito
Vineet Ravi Tiruvadi
Muhiullah Sayed Tora
Adam Alexander Willats
Xiaodi Zhang

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Irish L. Horsey

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Maxim P. Bukhovko
Yuan Gao
Brian Victor Khau
Nicholas Scott Kruyer
Jianshan Liao
Yi Liu
Yimeng Lyu
Amar Tulisidath Mohabir
Maritza Mujica
Beatrice Enanga Eya Ncho
Chiamaka Thelma Obianyor
Samantha Maria Pustulka
Ronald Enrique Rondon
Tausif Salim
Michael John Stellato
Ana Luisa Stringar De Castro
Zhongzhen Wang
Jianyuan Zhai

CHEMISTRY
Asim Abdullah Alenaizan
Martin C.
Asheley Poole Chapman
Lucrezia De Pascalis
Alexandra B. Filbrun

Jennifer Ashley Hill-Lumm
Danning Huang
Verjine Khudaverdian
Claudia Montllor Albalaute
Linda Nhon
Kately Amadrezmendez
Natalie Tate Rice
Audrey D. Scholz
Fangxu Sun
Zifei Sun
Suttipong Suttapitugsakul
George Kenneth Tan
Kirstie Ann Thompson
Bocheng Wu
Tianqi Zhang

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Bon Woo Koo

CIVIL ENGINEERING
David John Ederer
Dorsa Elmi
Seyedmohammad Ali Etezady
Junghwoon Lee
Ming Liu
Cibi Pranav Pasupathipalayam
Sivashanmugam
Emily Daniels Sanders
Faaiza Atiya Shaw
Larissa Simoes Novelino
Yuening Tang
Yanjie Tong
Tongtong Xu
Yue Xu

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Pushkar Jayant Kolhe
Kelsey Hunter Kurzeja
Po Ming Law
Xiangyu Li
Koustuv Saha
Himanshu Sahni
Kristin Ann Siu
Sanddeep Brijlal Soni
Stacey Caroline Truex
Jun-Kun Wang
Dingtian Zhang
Yuyu Zhang

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
David Felipe Betancourt
Marat Dukhan
Amrita Gupta
Junghyun Kim
Ruiliin Li
Ming Liu

DIGITAL MEDIA
Jude Mwenda Ntabathia
Sarah Elizabeth Schoemann

EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Gabriel Logan Eggers
Fabrizio Falasca
Guangpengl Liu
Qiuyang Yan

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Amir Hossein Afsharinejad
Mohit Agarwal
Majid Ahadi Dolatsara
Maad Mohammed Al Owaiseer
Malik Aqeel Anwar
Bahar Asgari
Kavya Ashok
Ryan Alexander Bahr
Kevin Daniel Beale
Nishant Bilakanti
Gregory Humberto Canal
Venkata Chaitanya Krishna Chekuri
Yu-Cheng Chen
Chia-Heng Chu
Marissa Catherine Connor
Yi Du
Stephen Michael Dumas  
Bahnisikha Dutta  
Ali Eshaghian Dorche  
Tianren Fan  
Balaji Ganapathy  
Joe Louis Gonzalez  
Pranav Gupta  
Tomer Harari Hamam  
Xuanke He  
Victor Bo-Cin Huang  
Celine Irene  
Devon DeRosier Janke  
Sathish Jayaraman  
Hyeon Ki Jeong  
Rohit Atul Jinsiwale  
Eui Min Jung  
Ahan Kak  
Santhosh Karnik  
Soufiane Karrakehou  
Choongsoo Kim  
Shreyas Bhachandria Kulkarni  
Edward Lee  
Yu-Ching Liao  
Zhaocheng Liu  
Ningquan Wang  
Panni Wang  
Sicheng Wang  
Xiaolong Wu  
Zhenhua Xie  
Chunmeng Xu  
Qian Yang  
Hanbin Ying  
Rui Zhang  
Yun Zhang  
OSVALDO ALEJANDRO BROESICKE  
Jinchen Chen  
Olivia C. Ginn  
Amanda Justine Lai  
Su Liu  
Jianfeng Zhou  
Mario Joseph Bianchini  
Soo A. Lee  
Shannon Buckley  
Yu Cao  
Zhehui Chen  
Pravara Manasa Harati  
NaYeong Kim  
Benjamin George Peters  
Isabella Thavi Sanders  
Hongzhen Tian  
Liyan Xie  
Fatma Melike Yildirim  
Rui Zhang  
Wanrong Zhang  
Yujie Zhao  
Zhen Zhong  
Philip M. Baxter  
Wesley Daniel Meredith  
Rana Olivia Basem Shabb  
Cyrille Wenli Combettes  
Haoming Jiang  
Harsh Shrivastava  
Hang Wu  
Deborah Michelle Abrams  
Yunyoung Hur  
Peter Vincent Simasek  
Manali Banerjee  
Eleanor Lyons Brightbill  
Edward Thomas Diloreto  
Matthew N. Drexler  
Andrew J. Erwin  
Rebecca A. Glaser  
Omkar Deepak Gupte  
Kasey Lee Hanson  
Ejaz Sajedul Haque  
Syed Saad Javaid  
Michelle Case Krecker  
Luc Hong Le  
Jonathan Fok Wai Leung  
Yi Li  
Adrienne Marie Muth  
Sedideh Parvinin  
Lisa Renee Savagian  
Shruti Venkatram  
Yiran Xiao  
Yulian Yao  
Jiwoo Yu  
Yam-Sung Cheng  
Jun Tao Duan  
Yuchen He  
Benjamin Christopher Ide  
Sudipta Kolay  
Hangfan Li  
Jaemin Park  
Adrian Perez Bustamante  
Ahmed Abdelshakour Allam  
Michael Regis Baldwin  
Anirudh Bhat  
Daniel Benjamin Boman  
Gabriel Nathan Cahn  
Joel D. Chapman  
Rui Chen  
Bryan Freeman Cochran  
Ersan Demirer  
Christopher Mark Douglas  
Bachir K. Elfli  
Christopher Jorge Fernandez  
Kenton Blane Fillingim  
Robert Joseph Gill  
Sang Yun Han  
Sungkun Huang  
Almambet Maratovich Iskakov  
Sourabh Kumar Jha  
Nitish Kumar  
Michael Libretto  
Dehao Liu  
Ardalan Lotfi  
Marguerite Ellie Matherne  
John Carter Miers  
Alexander Rañon Murphy  
Benjamin Charles Musci  
Marc Robert Papakyriakou  
Curtis J. Peterson  
Ye Qi  
Devon John Roach  
Kyle Scott Saleebly  
Garrett Luke Schieber  
Jesse Mathew Sestito  
Wenqing Shen  
Hyeonik Song  
Krzysztof S. Stopka  
Lucas Oreste Tiziani  
Kevin Sean Webb  
Ki Tae Wolf  
Yang Xie  
Chong Ye  
Andrew Joseph Yee  
Su Yu  
Kumar Ashis Pati  
Takahiko Tsuchiya
DOCTORAL DEGREE CANDIDATES

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Paul Edward Burke
Jacob W. Inman
Caleigh Evelyn Hollister Samuels
John Clark Stooksbury

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Pornpawee Bumpensanti
Seyma Guven Kocak
Weiwei Kong
Junxuan Li
Tianyi Liu
Adolfo Antonio Rocco Rocco
Yuwei Zhou

PHYSICS
Caleb Jordan Anderson
Di Chen
Jason Findley Dark
Marcus James Daum
Noah Detal
Zachery Allen Enderson
Jessica Lynn Faubel
Bhavesh Khamesra
Byron Henry Lowry
Shashank Ganesh Markande
Chun Fai Tung
Jing Wang

PSYCHOLOGY
Matthew Eric Barrett

EMPHYSEMA
Emily Crystal Hokett
Taylor A. James
Kathryn Mikel Narciso
Laura M. Schaeffer
Medha Shekhar
Hi Shin Shin
Alexandra Nicole Trani

PUBLIC POLICY
Karl Theodore Grindal

PUBLIC POLICY JOINT PROGRAM
Natasha Prudent Malmin

QUANTITATIVE BIOSCIENCE
Seyed Alireza Zamani Dahaj
Master’s Degree Candidates

Interdisciplinary Degrees
Master of Science

ANALYTICS
Analytics Ankur Agarwal
Sonal Shyamanganand Agrawal
Tasme Amalam
Zulfiqar Ali
Matthew Stephen Aliber
Hanan Mohd Alzubaid
Dharmateja Ampavathina
Subbiah Annamalai
Clinton Appleseeth
Alexander Jacques Robert Arnon-Bennett
Ozan Aygun
Timothy Nicholas Bail
Daniel James Baker
Srut Balakrishnan
Kyle Ernst Banfer
Bingyi Bao
Joshua Reed Barclay
Brent Allen Barth
William Wesley Beaver
Lysiane Benaben
Gregory Lee Bennett
Anne Elizabeth Benolkin
Diego Fernando Bernal
Daniel Betancourt
Ankur Bhardwaj
Vikas Bhardwaj
Vinay Bhatt
Sunil Bhojwani
Kaushik Biswas
Matthew David Black
Peter George Blouin
Bhageerath Bogi
Stephan Lee Bowman
Brendan Thomas Broderick
Xuehua Bu
Riley Miller Buchanan
Clarence Kay Nuezca Cabang
Jose Alejandro Cano Mendez
A. Taylor Carter
Madeline M. Chadwell
Wei Yuan Chen
Stephanie Cheng
Xiwen Cheng
Amina Chenini
Christopher Blake Chestnut
Zhe Min Chia
Kaitlyn Alise Childers
Esmond Han-Chiang Chiou
Minkyu Choi
Tiga Choi
Sean M. Coffey
Nicolas Coffre
Simon Cook
Bonnie Nichole Cross
Nikola Cuculovski
Thomas Jacob Ceycota
Ankur Dave
Achirangshu De
Paul George Desousa
Minal Abhang Doke
Peter Takashi Dolce
Alejandro Dominguez Medina
Venkata Nagarjuna Donnapati
Aditya Reddy Duddikunta
Connor Lambert Eck
Carlton Michael Ederer Jr.
Savannah Lily Edwards
Samantha Helene Enbar-Salo
Marco Ernesto Escudero
Stephen Daniel Evans
Onoporiola John Fatile
Andrew David Firriolo
Emilio Flores Braekow
Mary Joy Tamayo Flotildes
Sze Yu Fong
Kevin Mitchell Friedman
Michael Jonathan Friend
Ricardo A. Gallardo
Robert Joseph Gambrel
Robert Alan Geiger
Chad Michael Gerhard
Christopher Angelo Ginart
Jennifer Ann Glenski
Jackson Noel Gonzalez
Ernest Walter Griffin III
Devan Allen Griffith
Kurtis George Gruters
Sammy Gulrajani
Joshua Jayanth Gundugollu
Ying Guo
Syed Muhammad Farrukh Hamza
Robert Tanner Hanwright
Renata Haque
James Andrew Hatfield
Samuel John Hatfield
Jesse James Hauk
Richard J. Hauser III
Bryan Thomas Hayes
Zhiqiang He
Andrew David Heck
Ethan Peter Heinzen
Corley Henderson
Celestin Hermez
Amlak Armando Herrera Mojica
John David Herrmann
Keith Stephen Hetrick
Luke Emerson Hiester
Elyse Sarah Higley
Gabriel Kathryn Hinding
Lauren Ann Hirs
Ryan Robert Holler
Greer Elizabeth Homer
John Samuel Hooic
Qixuan Hou
Chase Edward Hu
Felix Huang
Hao Huang
Peter Haygood Huddleston
Neil Sebastian Huang
James Tyler Inness
Jon David Jackson
Revathy Jagadeesan
Manish D. Jariwala
Travis Alexander Jefferies
Debbie Ann Jenkins
Samraj Anand Jeyachandran
Gedd Taylor Johnson
Tyler Okada Kaiser
Smita Kakaraddi
Kaushik Reddy Kandi
Arun Varma Kanumuru
Sudipta Karmakar
Jaroslaw Kasperkiewicz
Isaac Lloyd Kaufman
Cynthia Lenore Kelford
Jake Glen Kershinsik
Ji Yeon Karen Kim
Julie An Kim
Maximilian Klug
Siew Lee Koh
Kristina Leann Kohn
Jayeun Kong
Kaveena Kothuru
Jessica Rose Kroboth
Abhinav Lalam
Thuy Thi Kim Le
Scott Carl Letkeman
Justin Jay Lewis
Xiaolin Li
Bevano Lianto
Daweii Darius Lim
Jocelyn Loe
Alexander Gabor Liptak
Stephen Harold Lipton
Lifen Liu
Yarui Liu
Alan Meng Lo
Bo Wie Lok
James Norman Lopez
David Jude Lubert
Matthew McGurin Luppi
Mindy Lwo
Navrath Madugar
Shrikanth Purushotham Mahale
Anna Tuong Mai
Sean Patrick Malone
Harrison Thomas Mandsager
Joseph Dewitt Marcum III
Javier Ernesto Martinez
Aditya Kumar Masabathula
Brian Mccarthy
Christopher Omid Mehrvarzi
John Carl Merlie
Justin Stephen Miller
John Marvin Montgomery
Ken Muraoka
Crystal Lee Nguyen
Tri Phi Minh Nguyen
Van The Le Nguyen
Kavya Sri Nimmagadda
John Mark Norberg
Kristina Obrenovic Gilmour
Ryan Karel Hofman O’Farrell
Nikita Olifer
Nicholas Scott Orangio
Frank William Papsidero III
Ramesh Paskarathas
Jaymin Vishnu Prasad Patel
Krishan Satish Patel
Rebecca Patro
Shantanu Patwardhan
Deborah Michelle Paul
Stephen Nathaniel Pelkofer
Ericson Perez
Jennifer Lai Phan
Luke William Pietrykowski
Sarah Elizabeth Pilcher
MASTER'S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Marcus Gerardus Potters
Rajapaksha M. Sasanka
Premarathna
Wilson Yixiang Pu
Vijay Saradhi Pullabhatla
Naveen Kunnummal Purayil
Huma Qamar
Xidu Qiu
Haseeb Inayat Raja
Kieran N. Mulukutla Ram
Devanathan Ramachandran
Seetharaman
Jitendra Singh Rathour
Tylar Amber-Rose Rattansingh
Malika Redzhepova
Andrew Reichenbach
Daniel William Remmes
David Cheng-Yao Ren
Ashley Rose Riehl
Ivan Abernethy Robinson
Scott Charles Rodgers
Lance Alan Roth
Priyadharshini Sampathkumar
Pablo Luis San Jose
Keerthana Santhanam
Kevin Sattakun
Srinivas Madimsetty Satya
Kathryn Grace Sclafani
Claudia Alves Scott
Christopher J. Scully
Mary Caitlin Seidell
Sushma Sharma
Katarina Skye Sheffield
Heidi Jujun Shiau
Nathan Wesley Shirley
Vasil Slavchov Simeonov
Kelly Scott Sims
Neha Singh
Prateek Singh
Ravi Singhal
Calvin Andrew Smith
Joseph Warren Smith
Sophia Marie Smith
Fabian Smits
Brandon Patrick Snyder
Teagan Elena Sorensen
Daniel Spalthoff
David Scott Stephen
Eric Lee Stetzler
Sarah Elizabeth Stevens
Scott William Stevens
Joshua James Stewart
Faizan Mohammad Subhani
Jay Evan Sumners
Aaron Keith Swanson
Evier Marthel Tabora
Kensen Zehao Tan
Michael Tang
Nia Seif Tewfik
Nibi Thacharattil Babu
John Cherif Thomas
Xin Tian
Pamela Siew Hua Tiong
Howard Tong
Orkun Tosyali
Anh L. Tran
Loc Trinh
Cheng-Ting Tsou
Prudhvi Goutham Tunuguntla
Vani Velu
Shubhangi Shivaji Waghere
Benjamin Eli Walzer
Cong Wang
Jun Wang
Xiao Wang
Benjamin Luke Ward
Matthew Jared Warrener
Daniel Charles Webb
Scott Perrin Welch
Tim Wilcox
Joshua David Wills
Ryan C. Woods
Jennifer Audrey Woolsey
Fangyu Wu
Tianhao Wu
Yimin Wu
Haozhe Paul Xu
Xuanxuan Xue
Hsuan-Han Yang
Jiakun Yuan
Stefan Francois Zaaiman
Farbod Zahiri
Shuang Zheng
Zehua Zheng
Xiaoling Zhou
Weiyu Zhu

COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Arman Afshar
Zichen Bai
Jing Bao
Aiswarya Bhagavatula
Jiayuan Bi
Marc-Henri Bleu-Laine
Aslihan Celik
Zhengyang Chen
Shen-Yi Cheng
Xiaoyu Du
Ryan Thomas Duquette
Rao Fu
Tiantian Fu
Linwei Gao
Jingyi Gu
Connor Flynn Guerin
Xuejie Guo
Caleb Matthew Harris
Jiaying He
D. Aaron Hillegass
Yiyang Huang
Zujia Huang
Yi Ji
Yi Jiao
Conlain Daniel Kelly
Qihui Li
Ruilin Li
Haomin Lin
Jiayi Liu
Ming Liu
Xiangyu Liu
Yi Chieh Liu
Venkata Ramana Makkapani
Petro Junior Milan
Gregory Robert Parry
Sushanto Praharaj
Farshad Rafiei
Pierrick Rauby
Darshan Sarojini
Mingxuan Shi
Siddharth Sridhar
Johnie Edward Sublett
Chenjun Tang
Sowmya Venkatachari
Andi Wang
Hanchen Wang
Ruijia Wang
Wenhan Wu
Yanzi Wu

BIOENGINEERING
Pallavi Misra
Mythreya Venkatesan
Kristy Sue Yun

Jiajia Xie
Dingning Xu
Tongtong Xu
Chong Ye
Tiancheng Ye
Chi Zhang
Haoran Zhang
Kezhen Zhang
Ruixuan Zhang
Siyu Zhang
Boyue Zheng
Peng Zheng
Zhe Zheng
Jingxuan Zhou
Tianhang Zhu

CYBERSECURITY
Meghan Gray Anderson
Michael Barry Anderson
Rebecca Leigh Borrebach
Jada Denise Brock
Jonathan Scott Ciak
Harry Francis Davies
Christopher Anthony Derocco
Kristine Patricia Camins
Diomampo
Creston J. Flemming
Richard Llewellyn Freeman
Aparv Singh Gautam
Lamarr Dontae Henry
Yameen Rafiq Huq
John Jung-Kyun Kim
Alexander Loudon King
Paul Timothy Konikowski
Andrew James Leitheiser
Nathaniel James Lemay
Gregory Paxton Ligon
Nathan Cory McCormack
Maneel Manish Modi
Matthew Pace
Jason Wilson Pool
Tanishq Rupaal
Rahul Saranjame
Jonathan Paul Skrip
Kyle Emerson Sledge
Marc Jared Spence Dobias
Farzam Tafreshian
Ruhao Tang
Ricardo Christopher Velazquez
Kai Yi
Yiwen Zhou
HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
Hannan Abdurahman Abdi
Nektar Ege Altintoprak
Santiago Jose Arconada Alvarez
Stephanie Rose Baione
Avinandan Basu
Candice Ayana Butts
Tiffany My Phoi Chau
Vicky Chen
Morgan Ashton Chin
Jordan C. Cox
Catherine Renee Deeter
Anjali Rajesh Devakumar
Kunal Dhodapkar
Richard John Down
David Modu Du
Titilayo J. Funso
Joshua Andrew Dazon Galang
Jack Wade Gale
Victoria E. Green
Tushar Gupta
Olivia Hsieh
Kai-Chieh Huang
Olivia Brody Hughes
Benton Hayes Humphreys
Kevin C. Hwang
Monica Jeon
Kevin Patrick Key
Jae Hyuk Kim
Anushri Kumar
Aditya Kundu
Yash Lara
Rhea Laroya
Huiyu Li
Hung-Yeh Lin
Yining Liu
Chaoyuan Luo
Yiming Lyu
Arpit Mathur
Niharika Mathur
Lu Meng
Jay Yogesh Modh
Priyanka Mohindra
Hyun Tae Park
Ruchita Rajesh Parmar
Gurudutt Perichetla
Shelby Elizabeth Reilly
Shihui Ruan
Prabodh Sudhir Sakhardande
Sonam Singh
Hannah Josephine Tam
Ngoc Trieu Tran
Harshali Sanjay Wadge
Ryan Jess Winstead
Yangxi Xu
Shuya Zhan
Chongling Zhou
Yuhan Zhou
MASTERS OF SCIENCE
Deborah Michelle Abrams
Peter Vincent Simasek
Mary Eve Patrice Spirou
QUANTITATIVE AND COMPUTATIONAL FINANCE
Madhur Adlakha
Mohammed Rahim Uddin Chowdhury
Parker Lee Goldman
Meghna Gupta
Divesh Kishore Jumani
Omkar Ashok Kulkarni
Tianjiao Li
Ajinkya Dipak Panaskar
Gerardo Esteban Prada
Akshay Sekar
Agam Alkeshkumar Shah
Son T. Tran
Chi Zhang
Zhe Zheng
ROBOTICS
Ruisen Liu
Jose E. Valderrama
STATISTICS
Yasin Cagatay Gultekin
Xin Hang
Chu Hu
Sudipta Kolay
Guanlin Li
Pan Liu
Yuliia Lut
Yuanzhe Ma
Daniel J. Marchetto
Hongzhen Tian
Seokkyun Joshua Woo
Shuyuan Zhang
Akshay .
Shrishti .
Kirankumar Sharma Abhrapudi
Viraj Vishwas Abhyankar
Michael Steven Abrams
Albert Shattuck Adams
Pratik Agrawal
David Joseph Aghaian
Aastha Agrawal
Praveen Agrawal
Ejaj Ahmed
Dejan Ahmetovic
Chakshu Ahuja
Olatokunbo O. Akanni
Anagha Sanjay Akole
Suren Vladimirovich Aladjiev
Oluwatomi Obinna Alagbe
Faizal Zain Ali
Reed Steven Allred
Nooruldeen M. Alsaif
Hussein Helmi Alsaarabi
Prithvi Alva Suresh
Lazaro Alvarez
Veronika Sergeevna Alves
Eric Anthony Amador
Anne Sylvia Amaladoss
Mohamed Ahmed Ameen Amer
Xiaozi An
Athreya Anand
Saty Anand
Sasha Anderson
Jacquelyn Andrade
Ronald Ang
Amita Abies Anton Raju
Vaishnavi Sai Anupindi
Raghav Apoorv
Zachary Philip Arnold
Swapnil Sanjeev Arolker
Mayank Arora
Sahil Arora
Srananat Ashok Kumar
Matthew Mark Baekelandt
Sereym Baek
Bhavya Bahl
Ayush Rakesh Baid
Philip Joseph Bale III
Daniel William Ballard
Akhila Sri Ballari
Sweekrith Balnad
Soooryanarayana
Ankur Bansal
Rishika Bansal
Suyog Barve
Dalton Jordan Bassett
Preeva Batra
Uma Shanker Batta
Mihir Subhash Bawal
Christopher Michael Young Beam
Marguerite Gloria Bednarcik
Anthony William Belton
Ryder Bergerud
Wade Alexander Berglund
Adam David Berry
Connor Ronald Beveridge
Arunabh Bhattacharjee
Shomik Bhattacharya
Asawaree Vinayak Bhide
Vaibhav Pradeep Bhosale
Jayanta Bhowmick
Denis Bilenko
Seerat Bindra
Blaze Jardan Bissar
Lawrence David Blankenbeckler
Donald Martin Blood IV
Srujana Bobba
Robert Eugene Bobkoskie
Joseph Bryan Boettcher
Braden Ford Bohrmann
Madhukannan Subramanian
Bollu
Norman Bray Bonner
Leonardo Borgini
Hassan Mohammad Borteh
Ines Bouzidi
William Michael Bowers
Christian John Boyston
Shane Robert Brady
Jesse Boyd Bramble
Alexander William Brand
Kevin David Brandt
Jared Ryan Branscum
Zachary Joseph Braun
Michael Steven Bridges Jr.
Bobby Joe Britton
Garrett Daniel Brueggeman
Samuel Del Bryan
Razvan Dan Bucioaca
Dillon Jeffrey Buck
Samuel Washburn Buck
Kuntharith Heng Buon
Daniel Wayne Burer
Andrew D. Burleson
Jeremiah Daniel Butler
Blaine T. Buxton
Catherine Ting Cai
Yushan Cai
Derek John Calzadillas
Can Candan
Daniel Cao
Site Cao
Bruno Ribeiro Cardoso
Spencer Dee Carlson
Sean William Carroll
Linneker Axel Carvajal
Kevin Casey Cascino
Jasmine Boram Cha
Elie Chalhoub
Murphy Ellis Champion
Ki Sing Chan
Malcolm John Chance
Clifford Burton Chandler
Albert Chang
Sayantan Chattopadhyay
Shalini Chaudhuri
Nitin Chauhan
Kunal Chawla
Congcong Che
Lauren Che
Evelyn Yi Lyn Chee
Jessica Chen
Jiacheng Chen
Johnny L. Chen
Patrick Xie Chen
Peng Chen
Shi Chen
Weixing Chen
Xiaoxuan Chen
Yian Chen
Yilin Chen
Yiwen Chen
Roy Cheng
Ashok Kumar Chhillar
Zhe Min Chia
Edward Tingyi Chiao
Hee Yeal Cho
Andy Chow
Neelmani Chowdhary
James Robert Cignarella
Mile Clic
Bradley Jordan Cline
Felipe Coelho Silva
Alyssa Nicole Cohen
Lior Cohen
Kyler Jay Colgrove
Rachael Anne Collins
Claudiu Ioan Comsa
Riley B. Condon
Joseph Donald Conrad
Carlo Andrea Coppetti
Christopher Ryan Cornwell
Bulent Coskun
Edward James Cox
Ryan Dane Coyer
Chris Alan Crabtree
Adam Nicolas Cristiano
Jeffrey Rafael Cruz
Kejin Cui
Steven J. Cywilko
Anthony Joseph D’achille
Saloni Dalal
Saibit Dambekodi
Natalie Dandekar
Aditya Dargan
Naga Divya Krishna Datla
James Robert Davis
Philip M. Dayboch
Cara Nicole De Freitas Bart de Freitas Bart
Rodrigo De Lona Lara
Christopher Paul Deguira
Richard Della
York Delloyd
Adriana Michelle Deneault
Yingnan Deng
Omar Mohamed Desoky
Kamlesh Saran Dev
Paul E. Deveaux
Shivam Sanjayrao Dhanadhya
Taufiq Taher Dhanani
Sameer Dhurur
Elie Ricardo Diaz
Timothy Michael Dicesare
Anthony James Howell Dickson
Steven Nnaemeka Dike
Mingming Ding
Yepeng Ding
Jeffrey B. Do
Timothy Dodge
Christopher Jay Dorick
Gregory Zivko Drazenovic
Adam Bay Drees
Wenyuan Du
Aayush Arun Dubey
Simon Duval
Nathan Thomas Dymora
Robert Louis Ebright II
Dillon James Einck
Scott Marshall Eleff
Brian David Ellingson
El-Hussien Mohamed El-Hassan El-Sawy
William Richard Emmanuel
Evan Matthew Engel
Jeremy Howard English
Daham Eom
Edison Arley Esquinas
Jiabin Fang
Qin Fang
Frederic Struna Faulkner
David Jose Fernandez
Garret Michael Fick
David D. Fihn Jr.
Matthew John Filippone
Brian William Finch
Roy Finkelberg
Robert Joseph Firstman
Alon Fischer
Kassandra Flores
Dylan Michael Floyd
Brian Elliott Foxx
Javier Santos Fraga
Ian Mark Frame
Gian Carlo Francisco
Alan Franzoni
Dominic Thomas Frecentese
Robert Lowell Freedy
Thomas Freiling
Zachary Thomas Frichtl
Alden Everett Frost
Jiming Fu
Terence Ling Tat Fung
Rohit Kumar Gajawada
Trika Galperin
George Houston Gambrell
Abishek Ganesh
Jiancong Gao
Wenjun Gao
Sanjana Garg
Alex Michael Gary
Arun Kumar Geddam
Chethana Harve
Khaled Hassan
Nadi Hassan
Parsa Hassanipak
Connor Michael Hayes
Michael Chadwick Hayes
Foley He
Yizhuo He
Erik Justin Heathcote
Tyler James Heintel
Steven Christopher Hellriegel
Travis Atkins Gibson
Brantley Evans Gilbert
Kamal Ginotra
Dionisios Alexander Gizas
Mohammed Ali Godil
Ravi Kanth Gona
Sashank Gondala
Arun Gopalan
Iakov Gorelik
Gregory Scott Gorlen
Shruthi Varshitha Gottumukkala
Amrutha Govind
Divyanshu Goyal
Guilermo Nicolas Grande
Brandon Hunter Gray
Nathan Carl Greco
Robert Gentry Grider
Harsh Dinesh Grover
Jiaqi Gu
Xiaoyu Gu
Yijun Gu
Yining Gu
Vamsi Guduru
Pablo Martin Guevara
Alexander James Gunz
Jaichen Guo
Zhijian Guo
Ashish Gupta
Palash Gupta
Suhail Gupta
James O’Neill Guyer
Olivia Jean Guzzardo
Clement Habinshuti
Armen Nicholas Hagopian
James Hahn
Richard Halliday
Seema Hanji
Michael Sean Hansen
Jacob Russell Hardi
Emily Jean Harmon
Malcolm Edwin Henry Harrow
Paul Michael Hart
Khaled Hassan
Nadi Hassan
Parsa Hassanipak
Connor Michael Hayes
Michael Chadwick Hayes
Foley He
Yizhuo He
Erik Justin Heathcote
Tyler James Heintel
Steven Christopher Hellriegel
Jim Edward Helm Jr.
Terry James Henning Jr.
Sarah Rachel Hernandez
Erick Herring
Christopher Michael Hesser
James B. Higgins
Jonathan James Hilgart
Diana Lynn Hilton
Sandep Hiremath
Nicholas Chase Hohman
Kyle Andrew Holohan
Youngki Hong
Zachary Scott Hooks
Jacob Bruemmer Hoops
Yuuna Hoshi
Andrew Eagle Howe
Tien-Chi Hsin
Junyu Hu
Yicheng Hu
Yuzu Hu
Huili Huang
Michael Huang
Steffie Hui
Yufan Huang
Zijun Huang
Kevin M. Hrubou
Bradley Ray Hudson
Pui Yan Hui
Joshua Matthew Hunsberger
Clare Bailey Hunter
Micah Joel Hutchens
Shannon Hwu
Kevin Thomas Hyer
Aaron Franklin Isom
Sergey Istomin
Vivek Murali Iyer
Yuko Jack
Jeffrey Joe Jacob
Zachary P. Jacob
Aarushi Jain
Rishabh Jain
Joshua Robert Jamilkowski
Joshua Woosuk Jang
Laurens Felix Janssen
Steven Jean
Christopher Aaron Jenkins
Sung Soo Jeong
James Weston Jernigan
Kellina Thalassa Jeung
Pathik Keshavlal Jhalavadia
Sichao Jia
Haoliang Jiang
Jiayi Jiang
Shiyan Jiang
Yiling Jiang
Abhishek Jiwankar
Micah Jo
Kevin Michael Johnson
Christopher Jones
Miasia Janez Kimberly Jones
Sarah Joseph
Anant Joshi
Min Jea Jung
Gaurav Tarlok Kakkar
Ginni Kakkar
Matthew H. Kalita Sr.
Goutham Kallepalli
Mary Elizabeth Kaminski
Yashwants Kanduri
Alejandro Kantor Benavides
Eliot Joseph Kaplan
Dmytro Karataiev
Gargi Pratyusha Karnati
Aparna Kaskurthy
Akshay Labh Kayastha
George Kaymaz
Maksim Andreevich Kazanskii
Ahsan Raza Kazmi
Thor William Keller
Jay Marijferen Kelner
Adam John Kennedy
Thomas Anthony Kenney
Ralph Jacob Kernander
Kalbhan Jaison Khan
shivam Khare
Karan Khosla
Sanyam Khurana
Ambreen Fatima Kidwai
Youjung Kim
Jack Emerson Kindall
Jack Emerson Kindall
Christopher Lee Kirchner
Daniel Michael Kirlin
Pawel Klimek
Jeremy Lane Knight
Byoungchul Albert Ko
Yash N. Kocher
Tinautul Kolleh
Ashwin H. Kommajesula
Michael Sebastian Koochang
Ryan Matthew Kopec
Sreepaneeth Kotaguddam
Mahvina Alicia Kovakal
Arvind Kumar Krishnakumar
Kishore Krishna Krishnakumar
Jaswanth Krishnamurthy
Renuka Krishnan
Rohith Krishnan
Mahendra Navnath Kshirsagar
Nikhila Kulkarni
Shreeshaa Shripad Kulkarni
Prajwal Kumar
Vinod Kumar
Yogesh Kumar
Manaswini Kundeti
James Wesley Kurtz
Chris Kin Seng Kwan
Taehyun Kwon
Jonathan L. Lafiandra
Steven Lam
Jonathan Lao
Nadav Lapidot
Matthew James Lappin
Eduardo Laquintana
Nicholas Christopher Larosa
Oleksandr Lazurka
Arthur Kalil Nader Lazzaretto
Benjamin Nathaniel Leathers
David Andreas Leber
Gerardo Andres Leexplorant
Alice Yoonjeong Lee
Austin Lee
Botao Adam Lee
Cheng-Pin Robert Lee
George Lee
Jeremiah Johng-Won Yoseho Lee
Jeremy Michael Leff
Victor Legros
Serena Sida Lei
Tanner Jeffrey Leland
Gordon Howard Lemmon
Brandon Kyle Leventhal
Danyang Li
Jieran Li
Jingwen Li
Jingyi Li
Shuyu Li
Xiang Li
Xiangyu Li
Xiaoxuan Li
Yunzhi Li
Zheng Li
Yuriy Lichman
Si Ke Xia Le Lieng
Thomas Jacob Light
Dongsuk Lim
Sae Ryun Lim
Keenan Jean Line
Brandon Ling
Christopher Michael Liotta
Dingrui Liu
Jiaxi Liu
Xiaowen Liu
Yaxin Liu
Tyler David Lloyd
Juel Balthazar Loayza
Zayra Priscilla Lobo
Vincent Wai-Keet Lock
Tyler Robert Loggins
Sean Loiselle
Yanjian Long
Michael Ken Louie
Robert James Lundgren
Haozheng Luo
Shangwen Luo
Alexander Nam Luu
Peerapat Lucksuwwong
Eric Lwanga
He Ma
Wenrui Ma
Yujie Omar Ma
Johannes Maas III
Kyle Conner MacNeney Jr.
Sridhar Mahadevan
Imran Saif Mahbub
Ishan Maheshwari
Shawn Raymond Mailo
James Mair
Majid Michael Malek
Darren Malysa
Nan Mao
Marissa Ansaldo Marquez
Danilo Martins Da Silva Junior
Kenneth Massie
Michael Brandon May
James Michael Mccracken
Ian Michael Mccreadie
Sean Michael McGovern
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Yinglun Xu
Tianhao Xue
Himanshu Yadav
Krishna Praveen Yalamarthi
Kanghong Yan
Ying Tung (Yvonne) Yeh
Jingyi Yu
Zhihao Yu
Honglei Zhang
Jiaying Zhang
Rongzhi Zhang
Tingyu Zhang
Xitie Zhang
Xunming Zhang
Zhuofan Zhang
Ziqiao Zhang
Sikai Zhao
Haonan Zhou
Zhe Zhou
Yuchen Zhuang
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Eli M. Berger
Diana Artemisia Burns
Mengqiao Gao
Jingyi Gu
Jennifer Hope Haley
Jahanzeb Khan
Manasa Sadhasivan
Priyansh Sharma
Natapat Sooksomstarn
Tianchong Ye
Bingqing Zhang
HEALTH SYSTEMS
Emma Rose Baubly
Andrew Patrick Stevens
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Yiren Luo
Daeeun Park
Bethany Simone Tate
Sagar Tolani
Sean Albert Yllander Jr.
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Shuaib Adesina Balogun
Pranav Gandham
Juanita Hidalgo
Po Hsien Hsu
Crystal Jain
Syed Saad Javid
Weiting Li
Rupesh Rajendran
Stephanie Elizabeth Sandoval
Sivaramakrishnan Sethuraman
Ramón Alfonso Sosa
Luke Soule
Laurel Anne Stefani
Yeong Jer Tseng
Punith Raviraja Upadhya
Sharon Lee White
Ryan Wong
Chunxuan Zhu
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Ryan Gunnar Abramowitz
Alexander Lewis Adduci
Bettina Kwansema Arkhurst
Nicolas Youri Stéphane René Baghdassarian
Ashley Elizabeth Bahrenburg
Benoit Robert Bailly
Kyle Landon Barrett
Andrew Brett Belflower
Faten Ben Othman
Abdelkader Bennis
Anirudh Bhat
Pierre Binet
Gashaw Balew Bizana
Alexandre Blanchet
Jacob Creed Blevins
Alexandre Brotons De Agor
Laure-Anh Nguyen Hoa Bui
Natalie Nicole Bullock
Nelsen Lewis Butler
Jesse Philip Castellana
Matthew Peng Chen
Hanna Fung Fei Ching
Byung Woo Cho
Vamsi Krishna Choday
Seong Wook Choi
Zacharie Cirey
Pericles Cocal
Griffin Col
Thomas Collas
Houston Russell Comer
Shoshana Elicheva Cuq
Nikhil Pradeep Damle
Louis De Roussiers
Nisha Detchprohm
Nathaniel Stephen Hack DeVol
Lisa Noelle DeWitte
Shuvajit Dey
Grant Edward Dunaway
Thibault Dupuis
Jade Marine Alizé Durand-viel
Kevin Charles Erb
Alice Claire Francis
Antonin Froissart
David Miguel Gamero
Adrien Louis René George
Omar Souheil Gharizi
Violaine Godet
Jake Tyler Grant
Joshua Park Gray
Rajat Gujrati
Youssef Habibi
Jennifer Hope Haley
Daniel Mark Hochman
Ethan Brian Hofer
Devin Wei Hua
Alex Tzu-Tying Hung
Josh Taylor Hurt
Syed Saad Javid
Mohammad Zeshan Javed
Antoine Joubert
Patrick Volker Jung
Joo-Won Kang
Mohid Muneeb Khattak
Shakir Shakoor Khatti
Daniyal Ahmed Khawaja
Zoe Amanda Klesmith
Carrie Li
Edouard Louis Victor MacHenaud
Katherine Courtlyn MacManus
Colin Andrik Maier
Antoine Marie
Caroline Ellen Massey
Olivia Laura Meek
Lydia Rose Mele
Natalia Millan Espitia
Justin Drury Mitchell
Pooja Rajendra Moolchandani
Morgane Marie Fanny Mosna
Alexander Rañon Murphy
Donald Huu Nguyen
Derek A. Nichols
Ammar Mohamed Abdelmuti
Osman
Christopher Carter Page
Christina Marie Paris
Julian Park
Dhaval Patel
Herit Yogesh Patel
Timothy Li-Ming Peng
Lauren Nichole Phillips
Leo Piasentin
Shane London Pitts
Louis Plard
Daniel Benjamin Ponce De Leon
Joseph Raeburn Furyear III
Thomas Puybaret
Adrien Jean-Louis Marie Quignard
Krista Nicole Reger
Elise Rey Du Boissieu
Ayoub Ridani
Gian Carlo Rivera Crespo
Nicolas Robert
Isaac Emmanuel Robinson
Nathan A. Rodeheaver
Michael Steven Rouleau
Guillaume Antoine Joseph Roussel
Maximilien Ettore Benjamin Rousselle
Danielle Marie Saracino
Alexandra Schueler
Sebastien Sequeira
Jacob Alan Burbank Shuptrine
Brian Anthony Smith
Miguel Soto Ramos
Bryan Edward Starbuck
Austin Avery Summy
Jessica Valdes
Richard Jared Vale
Marin Virey
John Joseph Greer Watson
Laurent Xu
Alexander Christopher Zabaldo
Yijian Zhang

MEDICAL PHYSICS
Matthew Stephen Andriotti
John Douglas Demoor
Joshua O. Oladipo
Tahir Imdad Yusufaly
David Randall Zabriskie

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Christopher Benjamin Adams
Henry Scott Burns
Matthew D. Huffman
Kevin Le
Kristina Elisabeth Reed
Peter W. Sobel

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Arden Baxter
Saurabh Parimal Doodhwala
Zhenyu Gao
Seyma Guven Kocak
Paulina Jane LoCicero
Rafael Mejia Vieco
Heather Elizabeth Null
Anjolaoluwa Ayomide Popoola
Adolfo Antonio Rocco Rocco
Orestis Vasiou
Bachelor’s Degree Candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Computing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTATIONAL MEDIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Computer Science Travis Clark Adams ***
Neeraj Reddy Alavala ***
Jacob Bennett Allen ***
Shrey Amin ***
Malek Amiri ***
Gunnar Michael Andra-Thomas ***
Winagodwin Uwadiegwu Anyanwu Jr.
Omer Sinan Arpinar Youssef Anthony Asaad ***
Joshua Michael Atler ***
Allen Benjamin Averbukh ***
Austin Michael Ayers
Ian Sebastian Azpiazu ***
Praveen Balaji ***
Juliet Patricia Baldwin *
Dhrvu Bansal ***
Wendell D. Baptiste
Joel Bartlett ***
Rohan Bawa ***
Margaret Anne Baxter
Naman Bhargava ***
Rachit Bhargava ***
Anisha Bhogale ***
Ethan Daniel Bills *
Neethu Bipin ***
Taofikat Oluwatoyin Bishi ***
Jessica Bishop ***
Lindsey Nicole Blackmore ***
Casey Anne Boland ***
Anna Caroline Bonatz ***
Nikhil Rana Bose ***
Camille Marcelline-Ghislaine Bosssu ***
Yaroslava Boyko
Connor Garrison Bradshaw ***
Tyler Grant Branscombe *
Kierra Brianna Brigman *
Anthony Tyrone Brooks II
Raymond Allen Bryant ***
Emily Rose Buchanan
Daniel Julian Bump ***
Vaud Alexander Burton ***
Logan Seth Bussell ***
Zachary Robert Butler ***
Kevin Andrew Byrne ***

Spero Peter Calamas **
Gage Anderson Carr
Ross David Cefalu ***
Emma Marie Chadwick ***
William Jacob Chambers ***
Tyler Thomas Chan ***
Mahima Chander ***
Chien Chang **
Aidan Ray Chaplin ***
Suraj Chattrathi ***
Adam Chau ***
Rahul Chawla ***
Jun Chen ***
Qianyun Chen ***
Shen-En Chen ***
Suma Mohankumar Cherkadi ***
Ashwin Karthik Chidambaram ***
Preston Keunho Choe ***
Hyunjoo Choi ***
John Sang Choi
Semin Choi ***
Tony Geunyoung Choi ***
Sumit Roy Choudhury ***
Red Chu ***
Sabrina Hong-Ling Chu *
Benjamin Chuang ***
Brian Chuo **
Braedon Scott Collins
Clarisa Jane Colton ***
Jose Alexis Con Con *
Bryan Grady Cook
Marcelo Gandelman Costa ***
Joseph David Crawford ***
Sean M. Crowley
Harshal Dahake ***
Lechen Dai ***
Derrell Andrew Dallas *
Ananth Sai Dandibhotla ***
Austin Connor Daniel ***
Bianca Ageiwawa Dankwa *
Samantha Elyse Daugherty ***
Andre Zavier Davis
Joshua Philip-Anthony Davis •
Thomas Samuel De Lange ** *
Miguel Bayan Caballos De Los Reyes ***
Justin Tyler Deal ***
Destini Jasira Deinde-Smith ***
Megha Katie Desai *
Shiva Ram Devarajan *
Krish Amit Dholakia ***
Isaac Benjamin Dismukes **
Paul Valdez Dittamo ***
Marc D’mello ***
Lily Hai Do **
Sook Ji Do *
Trinh Hoang Phuong Do *
Mohan Ashish Dodd ***
Hannah Christine Donahue ***
Bradley Lawrence Dover ***
Jaewon Park Drake
Venkata Sai Srikrishna Duvvuri ***
Gabriel West Dzurny ***
Elina Mariam Ebby ***
Girban Irfan Essa *
Rachel H. Fallon ***
Jason Fan ***
Michael Yihao Fan ***
Nicholas Braun Farris ***
Alexa Nicole Flesch ***
Maxwell John Forsyth ***
Nicholas Domenick Fratto ***
Robert Metus Freeman **
Seth Michael Frolichman-Gonzales
Jianing Fu ***
Davit Gabrielyan ***
Reece Gao ***
Yujia Gao ***
Bhanu Garg ***
Bianca Agyeiwaah Dankwa *
Austin Connor Daniel **
Ananth Sai Dandibhotla ***
Derrell Andrew Dallas *
Le-En Hu ***
Jerry Huang ***
Aska Narita Hughes *
Porter Hunley ***
Philip Huynh *
Ermelinda Izihirwe ***
Zachary James ***
Sanjana Lakshmi Jampana **
Yun Ha Jeon ***
Yumin Jeong ***
Haodong Jin ***
Soha Jiwani
Victoria Lee Joh
James Andrew Johnson ***
Andrew Wayne Johnston **
John Tyrique Jones **
Angad Ashutosh Joshi ***
Evan Christopher Juncal ***
Syed Nafisul Kabir
Chidambaram Kadiresan ***
Harish Koki Kamath ***
Piyush Gopal Kancharlawar ***
Yotam Kann ***
Nitharjan Kanthasamy
Yotam Kann ***
Simarpreet Singh Kaur ***
Kaito Kawamura **
Spencer Madison Kee ***
Kyle Matthew Keirstead ***
Kevin Patrick Kelly

* Honor  ** High Honor  *** Highest Honor  • Co-op  ∆ International Plan
Aurora Yi **
Jingkai Yu ***
Brandon Lee Yuan **
Sangwon Yuh
Suin Yun ***
Adeeb Ahmad Zaman ***
Stephanie Maria Zambrana Orozco ***
Serena Zhao
Oliver Zheng ***
Ruican Zhong ***
Frank Zhou *
Jason Zhou ***
Brian Zhongxi Zhu ***
Raymond H. Zhu ***
Jacob A. Zipper ***
Jeremy Q. Zhou ***
Max Shaowen Zuо ***

Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts
Bachelor of Science

APPLIED LANGUAGES AND INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
Grace Fletcher ***
Jiawen Ge ***
Maxwell Gingston Gilbert *
Emma Kathleen Hazenberg ***
Zachary William Hopton *** IP
Rachel Yating Hu *** IP
Madison Elizabeth Liotta **
Luke Muehring ***
Gina Nicole Piazza ***
William Edward Porter III ***
Josephine M. Rudd ***
Aviva B. Smith ***
Mary Claire Solomon
Paige Elizabeth Warner ***

COMPUTATIONAL MEDIA
Zachary Samuel Allen *
Miranda Rose Bisson ***
DeLauryn Irie Brown *
David Neil Daniell ***
Lauren Nicole Fischer ***
Morgan Elizabeth Gomez ***
Abigail Ann Gutierrez-Ray **
Odelia G. Huang **
Savannah Marlee Joyner **
Jenna Kohlig *
Victoria Joann Kraj ***

Rebekah Sihyung Ku **
Jin Ah Lee *
Matthew George Lipscomb
Madison Noel McRoy ***
Joseph Bradley Meredith **
Fernanda Moreno **
Elise Sarah Morton ***
Luke Muehring ***
Andrew A. Salazar
Hayden Susanna Smith *
Joshua Alexander Suber
Paula Torres-Wilcken *
Sarah Yuki Tsai ***
Mckennley Rankin Wilson ***
Sabrina Anjali Wilson ***
Jenny Zhou ***

ECONOMICS
Djimon Monquavious Brooks
Adrian Campos Suarez ***
Susmitha Chandraprabha Cinthala *
Grace Alexandra Devine •
Eric David Dobbie ***
Niall Richard Gamble ***
Denis Jon Goldsman ***
Elizabeth Regina Heath
Mark Taro Kimura Smith *
M. Cade Lawson ***
Kylie Honora McArthur ***
Andrew Trent Coco *
John Andrew Crawford ** IP
Shannon MacKenzie Fraser ***
Mia Perrine Lopez Kemerait ***
Kaelyn Sunhee Kim ***
Hana Manjusak ***
Agnes Katherine McCarty ***
Harper Whitlow Melnick ***
Rachel Elizabeth Mohy ***
Brian Joseph Summers ***
Henry Warren Tharpe ***
Maria Leslie Winstead ***

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Brittany Nicole Adams *
Andrew Noah Arrington ***
Simon Peter Brozek **
Andrew Trent Coco *
John Andrew Crawford ** IP
Shannon MacKenzie Fraser ***
Mia Perrine Lopez Kemerait ***
Kaelyn Sunhee Kim ***
Hana Manjusak ***
Agnes Katherine McCarty ***
Harper Whitlow Melnick ***
Rachel Elizabeth Mohy ***
Brian Joseph Summers ***
Henry Warren Tharpe ***
Maria Leslie Winstead ***

GLOBAL ECONOMICS AND MODERN LANGUAGES
Olivia Fulmore ***
MacKenzie Anne Golden ***

HISTORY, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
Mariel Kate Barnett ***
Charlotte Sophie Canavor *
Antonneous Ty’ree Clayton Jr.
Katherine Converse Clouse ***
Kierra Laneece Fletcher **
Meredith Clairice Hill
Colby Slade Morris
Antwan Lamon Owens II
Donald Andrew Parham Jr.
Breanna Morgan Roper *
Dominique Deborah Washington
Elizabeth Anne Welsko *
David Sean Whiteman II *
Kendall Ryce Wilson

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Brittany Nicole Adams *
Andrew Noah Arrington ***
Simon Peter Brozek **
Andrew Trent Coco *
John Andrew Crawford ** IP
Shannon MacKenzie Fraser ***
Mia Perrine Lopez Kemerait ***
Kaelyn Sunhee Kim ***
Hana Manjusak ***
Agnes Katherine McCarty ***
Harper Whitlow Melnick ***
Rachel Elizabeth Mohy ***
Brian Joseph Summers ***
Henry Warren Tharpe ***
Maria Leslie Winstead ***

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS AND MODERN LANGUAGES
Mara Rose Bernstein ***
William Wyatt Branhm Jr. ***
Noah Avery Crafts ***
Madison Gwen Wickett ***

LITERATURE, MEDIA, AND COMMUNICATION
Jose Alvarado
Aditi Mira Arunmozhii ***
Kameron M. Barrow ***
Delfina Maysee Booth *
Bianca Jennifer Bordiana **
Anna Cecere ***

* Honor ** High Honor *** Highest Honor • Co-op △ International Plan
Heidi Victoria Davari **  
Natalia Chavez **  
Arthima Chaisiri **  
Brian Steven Castro ***  
Anika Reana Carter  
Emir Sina Bilici ***  
Dana Lee Belville ***  
William Frank Ajanel ***  
ARCHITECTURE  
Bachelor of Science  
College of Design  
Helena Laurel Wright ***  
Peter Grayson Tilly ***  
Rhett Russell Redshaw  
Colin Thomas Masterson ***  
William Robert Marchant ***  
Yasamin Khorashahi ***  
Madeline Elizabeth Schuster ***  
Kelsey Elizabeth Sheridan ***  
Kathryn Von Grey **  
Madeline Hagan Bruning ***  
Dalton James Booker *  
PUBLIC POLICY  
Bachelor of Science  
College of Business  
Ernest Scheller Jr.  
College of Business  
Bachelor of Business Administration  
Dylan Edward Cooper ***  
Kenneth Wayne Cooper  
Claire Grace Corbin ***  
Jennifer Hayley Corpe ***  
Kyla Janae Dowlen ***  
Sophia Claire Ellenburg ***  
Tori Jacqueline Ellis ***  
Cody Christopher Fallonstein  
Carolina Fernandez Lara ***  
Chris Geng **  
Belen Miarka Lucia Heybrock **  
Chloe Selena Kiernicki ***  
Benjamin Ramsay Mayo ***  
Paula Morales Solorio ***  
Cheyenne Monet Murray  
Eri Natsume **  
Mina Freeman Neal **  
Minh Nguyen **  
Tyler Eugen Pirovic  
Adeline Victoria Thomason  
Kathi Ha Tran ***  
Eric Alexander Trollinger ***  
Brooke Leigh Ulmanis ***  
Ziyi Zhang ***  
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN  
Swaraj Agarwal  
Andrew Carl Alberts ***  
Aya Bassel Mousa Ayoubi *  
Berri Moriah Berto ***  
Tayler Elise Carter  
Suhyun Choi ***  
Seth David Cruver ***  
Angelique Crissay Dale ***  
Autumn Lee Fields  
Joel Malcolm Fleming ***  
Elizabeth Donley Fristoe ***  
Ashwin Ganeshan  
Benjamin James Hammer *  
Sarah Olivia Haymans ***  
Rebekah Anne Hilton ***  
Tammy Christina Hsu ***  
Rachel Yating Hu ***  
Seo Jin Kim ***  
Kevin Lau **  
Ramsey Christine Lehman *  
Stephanie Ashley Lewis ***  
Maria Lynn Longoria ***  
John Robert Lyons ***  
Jack MacLeod ***  
Mary Katherine McGregor ***  
Vaishnavi Merugu ***  
Daniel Asher Nixon ***  
Joseph Micah Nixon *  
Chae Bin Park ***  
Chaeun Park ***  
Alexandra Lynne Paschal ***  
Karina Patricia ***  
Morgan E. Platt ***  
Benjamin Glenn Politte  
Hannah Maria Ranieri ***  
Brittany Grace Ritter ***  
Xuanhui Shao **  
Rebecca Graham Sheiner ***  
Mohammad Sadegh Soudachi *  
Bonnie Mulan Sun ***  
Rebecca Yeshian Sun **  
Yui-Ting Tan **  
Anna Paige Teachout ***  
Miriam Annette Tolbmin ***  
Jacob Selah Ware **  
Bridgid Mairead Winston  
Jun Luke Yamada ***  
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY  
Matthew Morgan Arnold ***  
Chad Richard Bullard *  
Gus Michael Campbell *  
Jordan M. Chatfield *  
Connor W. Dowd  
Seth T. Holland ***  
Jihae Qian ***  
Carter James Rogers **  
Allison Nicole Stout **  
Ernest Scheller Jr.  
College of Business  
Bachelor of Business Administration  
Tanner James Abercrombic  
Christina A. Aggrey-Banks  
Haris Mahmood Ahmed ***  
Lauren Wright Alexander ***  
Praise Chanyang An ***  
Andrew Glenn Archer *  
Samuel Garrett Armstrong ***  
Anjali Sai Atluru **  
Makensie Denice Badger **  
You Been Baek *  
Deyera A. Baker-Jones  
Erica Rachel Barker ***  
Benjamin Jameson Barnett ***  
David Thomas Barnwell ***  
Julia Elizabeth Bass  
Derick Tre’ Battle  
Frederick Zumbrunnen Bauer ***  
Anna Marie Blackburn *  
Jorge E. Bonar  
Anna Katherine Boswell ***  
Jacob L. Bristol ***  
Brett Tho’mas Broughton ***  
Caroline Anne Caldwell  
Jared Lee Camp ***  
Scott Bodkin Campbell **  
Parker Conrad Campiglia ***  
Patrick R. Capozzi Jr. ***  
Joshua Kurt Carlson *  
Henry George Carman **  
Gabriel C. Caron ***  
Madison Lynn Carpenter **  
Alexandra Michelle Carter *  
Juan Fernando Castellanos Origi  
Anna Katharine Cates ***  
Hugh Bryant Chapman ***  
David Chen ***  
Keviin Chen ***  
Dalton Stephen Childs  
Kara Emily Christopher ***  
Charles Walter Clark  
Abigail Lee Creek **  
Adam Braxton Clenney *  
Edward Johnathon Coco  
Dylan Edward Cooper ***  
Lorela Cubaj  
Brandon Tyler Cumpton  
John Patrick Davenport ***  
Stockton Kole De Laria ***  
Jacob Tyler Dibenedetta ***  
Will Greene Dickson  
Ekaterina Mikhailovna Domashchenko ***  
Irene Dong ***  
Kelly Mae Dunlap ***  
Caroline Elizabeth Dunn  
Devika Dutt ***  
Joshua Eric Eastwood  
Neha Embar *  
Benjamin Ari Engelman ***  
Jayton Bruce Evans  
Rory O’Connor Feicht *
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Catherine R. Ferzoco</td>
<td>Bachelor's Degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Charles Fisher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kadyn Marie Fleming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Pagdanganan Flores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebony Amber-Rose Forbes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Ann Fornell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Stephen Frederick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Martin Freestone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel E. Gill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark A. Glass Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarika Sriveda Gowda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie Anne Griffis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divyesh Gutta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Pauline Haarer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Haber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kdsan Ogbazgi Habtemamari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domonique Michelle Hall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Griffin Harris III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressley Harvin III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaquann Hugh Henderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison E. Hicks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kory Van Hoang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew John Hogan Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilly Kathryn Hooper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahriyra Abrar Hogue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Harold Houghton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Reese Howard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Dre’Quavion Howard Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Brooks Hurst</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall Allison Jabaley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Reed Jarck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Andrew Jehe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Elizabeth Jensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Jester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charbornay Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everett Alan Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Andrew Jones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Samuel Jones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Jordan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyun Ju Jung</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Emily Kajzer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Lee Kazen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Woohyun Kim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel M. Kim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jongkyung Kim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avielle Paige Krug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Lai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Rachel Landon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Truyën Le</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juwon Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant M. Lin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley Teresa Ling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Delaney Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Kendrick Welby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopeman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Olivia MacDonald</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Jane Tieszen Mack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Edward Maier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Harris Maitski</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shayan Malek</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shilpa Mally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah K. Mammen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Bernard Mannelly IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Marc Edouard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marchand-Williams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Williams Massey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Andrew Maze</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson Joshua McAlister</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Ann McCutchen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Ian McFarland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Katherine McGreggor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Kristine McKinney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Robert McNell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaheed Musawuir Medlock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Thomas Minter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Joseph Mintinsky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyra N. Moore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laureen Anne Morales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Raymond Murray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Annarose Naoi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elyssa-Christina Ziad Nassar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Marie Nassati</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Alejandra Navarro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Frances New</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Kendall Leigh Nelson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole Richey Neuber</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Taylor Newman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Elizabeth Nguyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keaton Joel Nickelsen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Olivia Nohl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Timothy Nolen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Riley Norton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Céline Elina Baker Nugent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Michael Olson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Jane Olson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella N. Oluchi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hana Aslam Omar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Laura O’Neal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole Ormsby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Michael Owens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivek S. Pai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaidehi Paliwal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arneeb Farooqhussain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panwala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vundun Kamlesh Patel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Tippett Peavy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Miranda Perez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Alexander Phillips</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Davis Pritchett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raquel Ramirez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Patrick Ramsey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkatesh Raghunandan Rao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moulica A. Reddy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick John Reilly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malachi Jordan Rice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis Alexander Riddett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajia Marie Robinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest William Henry Rogers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine G. Rohrer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Daniela Rojas Ramirez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Elaine Rowe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachael Santos Santiago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Collin Scarbrough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Paul Schlumberger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aneeq Shah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner Reid Shearer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farooq Muhammad Sheikh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Griffin Sheppard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Fielding Sherrill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifford William Shirah III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Griffin Showalter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Alexandra Silcott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessie Demonte Smith II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Wrenn Smyly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Reed Sosnow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Pinckney Speir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivek Suresh Srinivasan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quincy Anne Staley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Brian Steets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor David Stephenson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Aiken Stone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Lee/Anne Strickland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelvin Shan Suen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Robert Sullivan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nandi-Assata Alshé Tavares</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Douglas Taylor Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Wilson Telljohann</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clare Cassidy Thannayer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikalah Iman Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidney Connor Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Peter Ponder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurmond Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Amber Tran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Young Tukes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardika Tulsyan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron C. Turley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colby Austin Turner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Alessandra Valastro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaina Kathryn Van Nort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deopti Venkatalaham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederick Chase Viland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Margarita Voykovic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Thomas Waddell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Baines Wagner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Bernard Watkins Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Elizabeth Watson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Caryl Weathers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Edwin Weindorfer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Tyler Whitman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Randall Wilhite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Taylor Wolf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Robert Wolf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek James Wood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Wren</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses Anthony Wright</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Xiang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Kaiwei Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Yanovich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tseyon D. Yezihalem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luyan Yi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Zheng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Liyuan Zhou</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Sciences**

**Bachelor of Science**

**APPLIED PHYSICS**

- Parker Jean Coye **
- Evan Matthew Newman *

**BIOCHEMISTRY**

- Cole Davis Barkelew
- Reagan Virginia Brinkley ***
- Xiangyuan Cao *
- Cori Camille Clifton **
- Zachary Robert D’Zio ***
- Joseph Downey Emerson ***
- Carolann Lindsay Espy ***
- Andrew Wilson Frazier ***
- Tatiana Eve Getz *
- Emily Kate Hamerton **
- Yejin Heo ***
- Alena Nicole Joignant ***
- Prachi Niles Khambhati ***
- Sahba Khorsandzadeh ***

* Honor  ** High Honor  *** Highest Honor  • Co-op  ∆ International Plan
Andrew Bain Wilson ***
Srisurya Karthik Yadavalli ***
Andrew Kuanyang Zhang ***
Luojia Zhang ***

PSYCHOLOGY
Nidhi Panavalli Anilnath ***
Mariel Kate Barnett ***
Lauren M. Becknell **
Kate Clark Berman **
Jalen Kevin Brown **
Erica Lee Callahan **
Jesse Ross Caswell **
Katherine Ellis Chadwick
Dezarae Amelia Dean
Cara Ashley Doll **
Patricia Suzanne Eastwood *
Amanda Paige Healy **
Zachary William Hopton ** IP
Seung Wang Jung **
Jessica Anne Kilpatrick ***
Sophia Marie Martin ***
Michelle Elizabeth Miller **
Bethanie Lynn Missey
Milan Niral Patel ***
Timothy Marcus Perry
Jordyn Katherine Seybolt *
Trenton Niles Shak ***
Tanner Reid Shearer ***
Juhee Shim
Sriharsha Duddila Sripadrao **
Christina Elaine Thomas ***
Shubham Tiwari ***
Varunil Nilesh Shah ***
Naqiya Abbasi Ujjainwala ***
Suma Yellamraju ***
Sara Katherine Volk **
Suma Yellamraju ***
Maria Zulfiqar ***

College of Engineering
Bachelor of Science

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Omar Walid Ali Abed
Hasam Anwar
Ebenezer Arunkumar **
Jude Cherithandum Augustine **
Vikram Avinash Balaji **
Gabriel Tolar Banks
Luke A. Bayliss *
Thomas Lee peachamp **
Gabrielle Rose Beck
Alexander William Busto***
Pual William Carter ***
Aditya Dominic Chackon **
Anthony Pierre Chawki **

Lars T. Christensen ***
Benjamin Maxwell Cohen **
Joseph Arthur Conroy ***
Samuel Thomas Crawford **
Michael Andrew D’Amico **
Kyle Patrick Daniel *
Sarah Elaine Demskey ***
Srinath Dhamodhararas ***
Paul Sebastian Drosu **
Justin Taylor Dubbin ** •
D. Joshua Dulle ** •
Edward Nader Eldeiry ***
Sean Phillip Engelstad ***
Alejandro Esconatrela ***
Tuys Minov Evans ***
Paul Andrew Farmer ***
Joshua A. Frial ***
Tyler Steven Fuhrman
Iris Anne Galfac ***
Kanal Shridhar Gangolli **
Stephanie Marie Gangwish *** IP
Emily Rebekah Gilbert ***
Giancarlos Rey Gonzalez ***
David Andrew Hermanns **
Jordyn Katherine Seybolt *
Ariel Elizabeth Morgan
Tuan Anh Tran ***
Matthew Hendrikus Felipe Speijer **
Haley Madison Stokes **
Meric Taneri **
MoWei Tiger Tang
Nayar Karthik Karra
Yohannes Meshesha Kasseya **
Evangelos George
Katsoudas *** •
Donovan Blaise Kelley ***
Wade Susilo Rachmat Kovalik ***
Matthew Sebastian
Krajewski *** •
Taha Kariati ***
Pranav Sateesh
Krishnamurthy ***
Colter Roger Langer ***
Mark Tsz Chun Lau **
Zide Lu ***
Matthew Ryan Miller *
Gerardo Andres Mora Arjona
Aditya Narayanan *
Nguyen Khoi Nguyen ***
Chrisyan Phuong Nguyen
Charleston Farrell O’Donnell **
Mary Pacheco ***
Antoine X. Paletta *** IP
Deep Rikes Patel **
Rohan Nishesh Patel ***
Rohan Sailash Patel **
Philip Haven Patterson ***
Andrew C. Peck **
Christiana Faith Pettit *
Cameron Harold Poole *
Alex Bramnan Porter ***
John Patrick Pressly *
Virinchi Puligundla ***
Sandhya Ramachandran ***
William Timothy Rawson ***
Hannah Elisabeth Kate Reszka ***
Daniel Francisco Reyes Silva
Jordan Ashley Rheingrover* •
Alexander Joseph Riffe
Karl Risley ***
James Robert Rockhill ***
Austin Michael Rose ***
Rodrigo Salas
Nicolas Roberto San Miguel ***
Franco Alessandro
Santolamazza ***
Terrence Robert Sanzo
Ajinkya Avinash Sawant ***
Robert David Schreck V ***
Joshua James Sebastian
Saba Zareen Shaik *
Agrim Sharma **
Arlo Shen ** •
Weipeng Shen *
Justin Patrick Shiao **
Harshini Sivakumar ***
Mitchell Frederick Smith ***
Matthew Hendrikus Felipe Speijer **
Haley Madison Stokes **
Meric Taneri **
MoWei Tiger Tang
Ariel Elizabeth Morgan
Tokarz **
Michael Jan Topolski
TuAnh Tran ***
Miles Austin Turner ***
Gowtham Venkatachalam ***
Samuel Brian Vestergaard ***
Christian Ryan Waegelin

* Honor ** High Honor *** Highest Honor • Co-op ∆ International Plan
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Medha Acharya
David Patrick Adams ***
Ayesha Ahuja
Faith Aisosa Aisien ***
Abhiramgopal Akella ***
Elizabeth Grace Albright **
Anabel Denise Alfonso **
Mugdha Umesh Apte ***
Pedro Arango Ramirez ***
Kelsey Raven Archer ***
Savannah Fern Bailey ***
Dharani Balakumar ***
Reine Bassong
Kentaro Baynes *
Adrianna Christine Bernardo
Abigail Rose Berry *
Sullivan Andrew Berry ***
Dhruv Sai Bhattachar ***
Raymond Kabir Biju **
Keval Reddy Bollavaram ***
Brady Marie Bove ***
Michael Stephen Brolly *
Beau Rocco Bruene ***
Thomas Grant Brunson ***
Christina Rachelle Burgess ***
Gabriel P. Carrazana *
Nathan Tin-Ming Chan ***
Grace Crawford Chapman ***
Huyun Chen ***
Anne Clapper ***
Melisa Johana Conguta **
William Shepard Cranford ***
Ana Cristian ***
Sir Laurence Cruz-Walton ***
Atharva Rahul Deshmukh ***
Simran Dhal **
Grant Mitchell Elkins **
Madison Leigh Ellis *
James Parker Evans ***
Brandon Joseph Fanelli ***
Sara Ivey Fulmer *
Daniel Joseph Gamero *
Parth Kapil Gami ***
Grason Kathleen Gasser **
Teja Ginjapalli **
Julian Golombek •
Daniel I. Gordon ***
Emma Margaret Heller
Logan Alexa Hintz *
Tung Hoang ***
Aizimul Hoque ***
Courtney Nguyen Huynh ***
Austin Jaewoon Hwang ***
Yasmeen Maria Ismail ***
Saja Jarakji
Gabriella Kabboul ***
Stephen T. Kalinsky ***
Sindhu Nagamani
Kannappan ***
Samantha Christine Kench ***
Abigail Grace Kettle ***
Maharsi Mrittika Khan
Ahad Yousuf Khatri **
Seong Hu Kim ***
Luka Kołodzey ***
Gabrielle Elizabeth Kozlowski ***
Annie Lee ***
Samuel M. Li **
Gabrielle Elizabeth Lonsberry ***
Jose Manuel Lopez **
Alan Charles Lu **
Erika Maddi Lupuloff **
Innia Paray Macasieb ***
Miles Garrett MacEro ***
Benjamin Magondu ***
Tejas Mahabaleshwarkar
Melina Mercedes Maldonado
Athary V. Marathe ***
Rebecca Ann Mayer ***
Maureen West McGough **
Daryn W. McKenzie **
Nidhi Mehra ***
Jared P. Meyers ***
Alec Thomas Mills ***
Jaeeho Min
Dustin Thomas Minshew ***
Keturah Jane Mort ***
Varun Vijayaraghavan Mosur ***
Juhi Nahata **
Neha Narang
Soumil Sanjay Nariani ***
Jazmine LaShawn Nash **
Terese Navarra ***
Amarachi Ada Nwakanma **
Parikrit R. Oggu
Ozioma Ayumikun Okeke ***
Sungwon Park ***
Rohan Paturi ***
Olivia Baker Peterson
Katelynn F. Phang **
Autumn Lasean Phillips •
Anthony John Pisaturo IV *
Michael Pullen **
Suraj Rajendran ***
Maria Renée Ramos **
Fatma Terek Rashed *
Lesiana Marice Reid
Eleanor Josephine Ridgeway ***
Michael-Alexander Xavier Rivera ***
Sophia N. Rubino ***
Sisira Saraswatula *
Sil Savla ***
Daniel Thomas Schwaner ***
Jason Sentosa ***
Hanna Kathryn Sepsicck **
Julia Leigh Sequerth ***
Vishal Udayi Shah ***
Woo Jin Shim ***
Dale Lamar Shober ***
Katherine Tsai Shook ***
Hyunjong Sim ***
Marguerite Catherine Sinclair *
Alaina Corinne Smith ***
Amelia Renee Smith
Austin Michael Stachowski ***
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Sterling ***
Nitya Talasilla ***
Kevin Lee Tao **
Hannah Simone Theriault *
Alexander Vincent Rizzo Treloar
Grace Rebecca Trimpe ***
Olivia Catherine Li Mei Tsao *
Edward Urmanov **
Skylar Ann VanderLaan ***
Ashley Elizabeth Walker ***
Benjamin Paul Warstler ***
Omari Weems
Devin Edward Weikert **
Ming Wen
Brandon Lee White Jr. ***
Amanda Nicole Wijntjes ***
Lee Wilkes II **
Zachary Lewis Wilson ***
Tristan Joe-Hong Wu ***
Kent K. Yamamoto ***
Stella Mengran Yang ***
Yining Zheng ***
Cailyn Elizabeth Zicker ***
Nadine Zureick ***

CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING

Oluwapamilerin Osioze Akinyemi *
Zachary David Althouse ***
Sidney Jose Joaquim Andre
Anugrahe Babuji
Jin Young Bae
Cassandra Lauren Barone ***
Tyler Andrew Beno
Smarranda I. Birlea *
Daniel Blyakher *
Kayla Nicole Brader ***
Troy Leo Bresch ** •
James Thomas Breyen
Amy Elizabeth Burnham *
Ethan Connor Cain *
Matthew Thomas Chewning
Cameron Lee Chong ***
Glen William Clark
Cameron Joseph Coffey ***
Silvero Francesco Colalancila ***
Shashwati Claudina Da Cunha ***
Yash Dnyanesh Darshane
Mariana De Lima Freitas •
Thomas Jackson Dean III ***
Megan Deanna DelGrego ***
Anthony Michael Doljac ***
Riley Thomas Donahue
Edelyn Dorvilius
Margaret Graham Dowling * •
Marco Alberto Ducreux
Kyle Benjamin Duval **
Blake Anthony Favara *
Sean Curtis Freeman *
Riley A. Galloway •
Caroline Jennifer Gay ***
Megan C. Giles ***
John William Gilstrap *
Robert Medina Glover *
Maximiliano Goldstein
Stephane Nichole Goodson-Hurst
Lauren McKenzie Gordon
Rachel Sarah Gordon ***
Julia Scott Grant *
Jacob Douglas Hallock
Anna Elizabeth Hammond **
Rebecca Arlene Hammond **
Nathan Louis Highsmith
Zachary Azourey Houillion
Hannah Catherine Howard ***
Carter Katzenbach Jones **
Kathryn Adelle Jones
Sarah Elizabeth Katula ***
Siobhan Patricia Kells ***
Megan Alexander Kelly ***
Jawad Ali Khan **
Shaham Khan
Matthew Hyun Woo Kim ***
Matthew Capen King
Nicholas Reid Klavohn ***
Devan K.T. Knapp **
Mirielle Julie Kruger ***
Sohyun Kwag *
Ali Lakhani
Jessica Lary
Jaime Michelle Lea *
Carson Amelia Lee
Dalton Tyler Lewis
Eunhyang Lim ***
Charles Tyler Linder
Annabelle H. Lint *
Lily Lu ***
Delfina Marin ***
Nicholas Eric Martin **
Anthony Carl McClellan ***
Matthew Ouellette McDonald
Nathan John Metzger
Jacob Ryan Montgomery ***
Erika Moreno
Shruthi Murali ***
Nathan Myers
Anderson Elliott Neff
Hao Truong Tien Nguyen
Lauren Mary Nichols
Chinazom Stephanie Ogboagu **
Ethan Harold Ohmer *
Rachael Lynn Oliver *
Jameson Christopher Orvis **
Harsh H. Patel ***
Mira S. Patel
Stephanie Lynn Fish *
Vitaliy Popoyych ***
Tessa Carol Porter
Joquint Joshua Patalinghug
Ramas ***
Michael William Reger ***
Adhika Prasetya Retnanto ***
Brandon Reznick ***
Joseph Dylan Roberto
Gabriel Rojas Franco *
Henry Maxwell Rose
Conner J. Rudzinski *
Kun Ryu *
Niko Michael Savovic III *
Jonathan Edward Shearer *
Hayden M. Shelly *
Aaron Jason Simon **
Courtney Taylor Smith ***
Lauren Marie Stratton ***
John William Strickland *
Evan Forbes Stuart **
Christopher Ryan Stubbs
Nikolai Mikhail Thome
Celeste Anastasia Thompson ***
Luke Michael Tomasovic ***
Quyen Nguyen Hoang Tran **
Elaine Tyner **
Juliana Vale *
Quyen To Vo
Benjamin Ming-Dak Washburn *
Jesse Williams •
Liam Dane Wilson *
Amanda Christine Worden ***
Jason Wu *
Rebecca Kimberly Xiao ***

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Steven Paul Aceto
Hartley Blake Adkins ***
Sara Al Khatif
Tara Bilodeau
Jahnai Alexander Binns
Alexander J. Bohr ***
Kwaku Apau Bonsie **
Sydney Aurora Chase ***
Alex Lee Correa **
Morgan Anderson Croft **
Manuel Jose Cuadra ***
Nicholas Diego Daponte *
Noah Taylor Stephen Daungh ***
Lauren Mackenzie Daws ***
Mary Elizabeth Didier ***
Leayes Eid
Josiah Fiordeliza Evaristo ***
Elizabeth Anne Faulk ***
Christopher James Ferguson **
Lucas Pedro Ferreira *
Griffin Kylan Fish ***
Glynnis Rebecca Flamm ***
Tristan Jeffrey Flowers
Christopher Andrew Freeman •
Adair Elizabeth Garrett ***
Sujeong Goh
Jaly Nychell Gordon
Colin Bayfield Gough ***
Hana Nicole Herndon ***
Jessica Hertzberg *
Taylor Kimberly Jones
Isabella Maria Kee Ham
Lopez ***
Jacob B. Kreider ***
Timothy Alan Lake Jr. ***
Alayna P. Lambeth
Jennifer Ann Linville
Lucia Montealegre
Hikaru Morooka *
Louis Clay Morrison
Camilo Hernan Munoz **
Ellen Claire Murphy ***
Alexis Jo Nash
Sarah Elizabeth Nastasi ***
Thien Nguyen ***
Matthew Lucas Nyce **
Bryan Quinn Odom
Christopher Charles Reny ***
Jacob Emory Sholtis
Simone Stephanie Spencer
Roman Daniel Tapia Octavo ***
Thomas Sasaki Teichmann
Read James Walters **
Austin Levi Williams ***
Luis Mathias Zacarias Rojas ***

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Prashik Agrawal
Segev Apter
Xiangyu Bao ***
Kenneth Adam Barnett ***
Dorsey Troy Beckles *
Asha Suchi Bhandarkar *
Nilabh G. Bhat *
Malik Aki Burton
Christian Xavier Butticaz ***
Maria Alejandra Carrizo ***
Jordan Nicole Chandler
Yilun Chen ***
Abigail Blaire Cliche **

Patrick Henry Coppock ***
Ciprian Alexandru Cornila
Noah Alexander Cortes **
Austin Ryan Crawford
Shelby Keil Crisp ***
Devesh Dalma *
Cameron Andreese Davis *
Daniel Roberto De Matheu ***
Mark Faingold ***
Darrell Jerald Fambro
Maya Marie Flores
Yuyan Gao ***
Miguel Ramon Garcia **
Jeremy Armstrong Gibson ***
Michael Allen Goldstein **
Madison Jane Golinski
Andrew Clinton Hathcock ***
Wesley Andrew Ivester
Kyeomeun Jang ***
Aditya Jituri ***
Noah Jeffrey Joyce ***
Maya Simone Kelly
Samuel Harvey Kiley ***
Ian Songjei Kim ***
Ju Yup Kim *
Micah Isaac Kitzler ***
Robert Matthew Kruszeski ***
Sanjit PV Kumar *
Jared Thomas Landgraf ***
Joo Won Lee ***
Alvin Li ***
Richard Shen Li ***
Kimberly Pinnie Lee
Afshawn Morod Lotfi ***
Madeline Loui ***
Zhou Lu ***
Annie Luo *
Nikhil J. Malani *
Matthew Aaron Marsel
Michael Ryan Marzanto ***
Atul Raj Merchia ***
Divyam Mishra ***
Hussain Shabbir Miyaziwala ***
Armin Moradiha *
Jeffrey Andrew Murray *
Neal Santosh Narvekar ***
Nastassia Thai Nguyen ***
James Thomas O’Donnell **
John Aridi Ogbighen Jr.
Ece Onay
Jeremy Ryan Palad
Jason Jack Palmer ***
Nikhil Minesh Patel ***
Tej Amar Patel ***
Ruth Grace Pavoor ***
Mitchell Edward Peters *
Ruben David Quiros ***
Stephen Eugene Ralph Jr. **
Richard Dong Il Ramunni ***
Trevor Fitzgerald Rich ***
Giancarlo Rodriguez *
Brian Sang **
Hunter Todd Schaffer ***
Joshua Allen Shafran ***
Alexander Joseph Sofet
Arjun Sonti ***
Arvind Srinivasan ***
Matthew Madrazo Tan ***
Hari Tiwari
Mory Fode Traore
Robert Carleton Walker
Gracen Priscilla Wallace ***
Tien-Sheng Jonathan Wang ***
Vincent Chuang-Ming Wang ***
Yida Wang ***
Daniel Yang ***
Hee Suk Yoon ***
William Zhu **

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

Stefan Abi-Karam **
Deniz Aci **
Jordan Nathaniel Altaffer ***
Landon Micah Ballard ***
Bryan Connor Borgerding ***
Tyler Austin Bryant
Abigail Marie Cochell **
Jack Martin Darrow *
Donald Andrew Davis
Luca Richard Decicco *
Travis Delker **
Ismael Rodrigo Donnades ***
Gabrielle Duva **
James Allen Ellis II *
Hunter Miles Ellison *
Hanna Jane Etelalahti ***
James Changtai Fan ***
Tim Felbinger
Ethan Bryce Frommer ***
Eric Michael Glunn ***
Greyson Wyatt Gore
Ian Demarest Graham **
Chase Hardy Hall ***
William Gregory Hamil Jr. ***
Zachary Blaise Henderson
Paul Huy Xuan Hoang
Abigail Joy Ivemeyer ***
Karl Alexander Jacobi ***
Jesse Weiying Jiang ***
Alex Joseph Jossart
Sean Daeyoung Kim ***
Soohyun Kim ***
Gabriel Arpad Krivian **
Utthej Kunamneni *
Brandon K. Lacefield **
Seungju Jason Lee ***
Xi Li ***
Keith Qinpei Liang ***
Jeremiah Angus Lightner
Kevin Liow ***
Jimmy Lee Loud III ***
Taran Maddali ***
Joel Sam Mathew
Shivani Mehta
Felipe Midleq Martinelli
Gramacho ***
Jackson P. Moody ***
Harley Mae Ovell ***
Titofunmi M. Oyewole **
Michelle Lee Paquette
Jonathan Won-Ki Park ***
Timothy Robert Pierce
David Henry Pipes **
Leonid Pozdneev ***
Sriram D. Pulavarty ***
Guruganesh Rajaraman
Matthew Robert Ramberger ***
Michelle Marie Ray
Nia Iman Rich ***
Austin Chance Rogers ***
Shayna Nair daCosta Seidel ***
Joel Benjamin Slaby ***
Owen Daniel Sowatzke ***
Jackson Reed Stanhope ***
Sheldon Ray Steines ***
Steve Gihoon Sung ***
John Gregory Tarasidis ***
Etham Todd Taylor ***
Sarkis Martin Ter
Martirosyan ***
Benjamin Lee Terry ***
Joshua Taylor Trebuchon ***
Baran Usluel ***
Noah L. Vilceus *
Pilar Vilches
Nhan Chi Vu *
Tony Linatoc Wineman ***
John Maravilla Yi
David Yu ***
Fengrui Zuo ***

**ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING**

Alyssa Mae Arnino Adel
Eric William Anderson
Alan Paul Busseletti
Aniele Marin Duritza ***
Maria Jose Ferreyros
Manasi M. Gali
Kristina Gandara ***
Madison Leigh Ives ***
Atiya Noor Jangda
Mary Frances Johnson *
Jazmir Lucio
Bethel Tadesse Mamo ***
Michael Patrick McCarthy ***
Carson Louis Meilingher
Madison Tully Moitozo ***
Juliann N. Pham *
James Joseph Pressey ***
Thomas Micheal Russ
Skyler Matthew Voisin ***
Sarah Marie Walker **
Laura Christine Wallace ***
Cindy Wang **
Jeffrey R. Week
Kelly Laxin Wu
Hayden Gray Zelle

**INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING**

Abdulhafiz Tawfik Abdullahi ***
Pratyush Agrawal **
Marc Al Haj ***
Mukram Aljandali ***
Koyal Kamlesh Ansongkar **
Ali Ardestani
Aiza Aslam ***
Mary Brackmann Bangs ***
Jack Howard Bennett
Reed Altmann Bethune ***
Srivenkat Boinapalli ***
Joseph Haden Boone ***
Andrew Benjamin Braun
John David Browning ***
Alexander W. Bukharin ***
Audrey Elizabeth Burch
Jackson Harris Burke ***
Carolyn Bosch Callaham ***
Sofia Carvajal **
Connor Todd Castleberry ***
Cael John Cernich
Amiteesh Chandra *
Ethan Tyler Channell ***
Ishaan Chatterjee **
Anthony Zhiliyu Chen **
Nina Chen **
Yewhan Choi ***
Susannah Smith Cole ***
Lucia V. Colina •
Anna Rose Collins ***
Cristian Alejandro Corrales Melo *
Caroline Rose Crain **
Patrick A. Crawford ***
Paulina Isabel Cucalon ***
Thomas Patrick Culwell ***
Roshini Damodoran **
Sydney Savannah Davis ***
Monica Cristina De Armas Perez ***
Blake Deng
Anubhav S. Dhar **
William Weston Doran ***
Muhammad Farhan Downkey ***
William Anderson Dupre V **
Manik Dutta ***
Hannah Cosette Erickson *
Andres Emilio Farach Olavarrieta ***
Adrianna Fu ***
Suna R. Gangasani ***
Denis Jon Goldsman ***
Camila Gonzalez ***
Pujita Gorti ***
Akash Krishna Goyal ***
Matthew Harrison Green ***
Mallory Catherine Greene ***
Marion Zoey Guthrie
Brian Christopher Hanks ***
Vishal Hitendra Hansalia **
Wilm Hartog Uretra ***
Tahmid Hasan ***
Carly Rose Mary Hellerstedt ***
Isaac James Hergott ***
Anya Clara Ng Hermans *
Zachary James Hess
Elise J. Holland **
Kevin Andrew Hopper ***
Charles Jeffrey Howard ***
BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Grayson Oliver Delashmit *
Jacob Bryce Deltoro *** •
Sapan Sundip Desai
Preston Jordan Douglas Dial ***
Maxwell David Diprete ***
Dawson Robert Dooley
Derek Alan Doolittle *
Jodi Marie Dowis **
Srijan Duggal ***
Lejla Dunic **
Sina Dumlul
Anderson Quang Duong
Levi James Durham **
Gregory Michael Eberle * •
Zachary Cole Elrod
Ebba Alma Ingrid Linnea
Erikkson Von Allmen **
Alexis Jordan Feder ***
Philip Woodward Fentress Jr. *
Branden Moderno Fernandes **
Alex Joseph Field ***
Dylan Steel Fife ***
Matthew Aaron Fisher
Garrett Michael Foran ***
Cassidy Taylor Fountain ***
Emily Anne Fournery ***
Juan Carlos Garcia ***
Vivek Sastry Garimella **
Dong Hwan Gim ***
Julia Christine Glaze
Elizabeth Rose Goetz *** •
Paige Elizabeth Golowich
Bryce Wilt Goodsite **
Mark Evan Grant *
Michael Andrés Green **
Lucas Keith Greenway
Catherine Chamberlin Kitchen Grey ***
James Matthew Grindstaff
Gianna Marion Guido *
Bing Yang Guo ***
Cindy Jeonghyeon Hall
Tanner David Hanes *
Joshua Ronikonkon Harmon
Madison Sierra Harrill ***
Garrett Altman Harvey ***
Alyssa Marie Hearn
Joseph Benjamin Heaton
Kyle Andrew Heiss ***
Henry James Hellstrom **
Keegan Ryan Hemingway ***
Connor Olin Henderson
Melissa Carolina Hernandez Guzman ***
Nicholas James Heydinger ***
Daniel Bambury Hobbs ** •
Phillip Justin Holloway
John Huang ***
Jacob Million Hunt ***
Andrew Perry Hutchinson ***
Dalton Lee Hutchinson *
Christine Nguyen Huynh
Michael Bassem Mounier Abdalla Ibrahim ***
Elias Daniel Irick
Nicholas Philip Louis Isaf ***
William Caldwell Jenkins ***
Caroline Ann Jernigan •
Calvin Wayne Jone ***
Kwangjun Jung **
Vajraang Kamat ***
Ayite Kevin M. Kangni-Souanke
Josiah David Keene *
Conor W. Kelley **
Muhammad Safwan Khan
Nabeel Noorali Khaja
Doyeon Kim **
Hunter Kim ***
Hyun Woo Kim ***
John Kim ***
Junghoon Kim **
Thomas Taewoo Kim *
Nolan James Knox ***
Maxwell Roth Koerner ***
Kayla Alexis Krauth
Trevor Edward Krier ***
Mark A. Krug ***
Gaurav Bikram Kunwar ***
Gregory Hernan Kurfess ***
Sean Hyun Kwak ** •
Martin Yue-Toa Lai ***
Glen Donald Lauzon •
Jairo Andres Leal *
Wesley Leon Leckie *
Younggi Lee
Efrayim Levy **
Siyang Lim
Emily Lin ***
Christopher Dale Link
Alexander John Lopez *** •
Catriona Kanna MacGregor ***
Christian C. Mack **
Andrew Taylor Mandel ***
Tejas Sanjeev Manem ***
Angela N. Mangione **
Nupur Mathur
Caleb Cooper McCullough •
Tyler Carson Meagher ***
Kyle Tolbert Mulholland *** •
Emil Christopher Muly IV *
Suk Joon Na ***
Umang Vijaykumar Naik ***
Armando Rodrigues Carneiro Neto ***
Bernardo Neuman Guerra ***
Austin Robert Newland *
Tyra Serena Newton ***
Danny Nguyen **
George Niu **
Cristina Nunez Kwasas
James Edward Ogilvie ***
Peter Marques Oliveira Soeng ***
Varsha Radha Padmanabhan *** •
Nidhi M. Pandya *
Griffin Wayne Paquette ***
Seo Yong Park ***
Jacob Thomas Parker ***
Luke James Pasquarelli ***
Rusit Pinal Patel **
Jonathan William Paul ***
Jacob Evans Pelouquin ***
Sims Walden Pettway ***
David Mark Pharis ***
Lucas Brandon Portera
Skylar Eden Powell ***
Rachel Byron Provost **
Samuel Allan Ranck ***
Nicholas Curtis Roberson *
Laura Cristina Rodriguez * •
Taylor Alexandra Roos **
Catherine McKenzie Rose *
Melissa Kari Rosenhauer •
Victoria E. Round ***
Margaret Elizabeth Royal *** •
Eric Joseph Salisbury
Katherine Grace Sanchez
Itayi Sande
Mary Regan Schmidt
Tyler Peter Seifert ***
Brenden Chase Selton **
Laura Alethea Shaheen ***
Jared Lee Shapert **
Max John Sheerin ***
Joshua Daniel Shields *
Mayur Pratap Singh ***
Jacob Preston Skovran ***
James Camron Smalley **
Conor Harris Snyder ***
Christopher Yoonpyoung Song
Taylor Jean Sparacello **
Tyson McCrae Spears
Cameron Claire Stanford *
Collin Dean Steris ***
Thomas Alemu Terfe
James Dylan Thompson •
Eli Benjamin Tiemann ***
Kaleb Adair Todd
Marshall Hoke Todd *** •
Leland Michael Toney •
Tu Thien Tran
Itzel L. Trejo *** •
Ryota Tsutsumi ***
Amanda Valcy *
Duco Xander Van Der Beek ***
Jonathan Daniel Vater *
Michelle Anh Vo ***
Amanda Brooke Walters ***
Gaorong Wang ***
Kenneth W. Wardlaw **
Zhengyang Weng
Margaret G. White *
Carterion Lamon Whitlock **
Andrew Stephen Williams ***
Tyler Austin Wills *** •
Grant Douglas Witten
Peiyao Wu ***
Zhi Qing Yan
Andrew Alexander Yarwouj **
Singheil Anthony Yeung **
Dongjin Yoo *
Annalise J. Young ***
Wenxin Zhao ***

NUCLEAR AND RADIATIONAL ENGINEERING

Mitchell Delaney Bean
Luke Black *
Patrick Thomas Connolly ***
Lucien Bruno Ewane *
Ethan Carter Gray
Alana Michelle Holcomb *
Tarun Perumal Harrill **
Bailey Christopher Painter ***
Tyler Roger Queen ***
Brandon David Selman
Emily Kaye Surry ***
Jeffrey Haoze Wang ***
Unlike traditional art and design programs, the Georgia Tech College of Design focuses on technologies that enable better design. Then we use the design process to fuse technology with places, products, lifestyles, learning, and healthcare.

Students and faculty in the Schools of Architecture, Building Construction, City and Regional Planning, Industrial Design, and Music develop interactive products, robots, instruments, buildings, environments, and digital experiences.

The College’s research initiatives encompass today’s most pressing human and built-environment issues — from accessibility, sustainability, and smart cities to groundbreaking efforts in spatial analysis and music technology. More than 1,000 graduate and undergraduate students are enrolled in the College of Design. An additional 1,000 students from across campus — representing every major at Georgia Tech — enroll in music courses each semester.
Since Georgia Tech opened its doors in 1888 with the establishment of the School of Mechanical Engineering, the College of Engineering has grown to become one of the most prominent engineering programs in the world. Today, the College includes eight engineering schools with more than 16,000 undergraduate and graduate students. The College consistently ranks among the top five elite engineering schools in the country, and all undergraduate and graduate engineering programs are ranked in the top 10 nationally. The College is the largest of its kind in the country and No. 1 in the number of degrees awarded to women and minority engineers. Today, it has more than 100,000 alumni living in 120 countries around the world.

The College of Sciences makes fundamental discoveries, addresses humanity’s most pressing challenges, and develops global leaders in science and technology. The College cultivates curiosity, encourages exploration, and fosters innovation to develop scientific solutions for a better society. Working across six internationally ranked schools, faculty, staff, alumni, and students mentor one another to become bold, creative, collaborative leaders who push the frontiers of human knowledge, imagination, and innovation.

College of Sciences students and faculty advance both fundamental and solution-based science, and they support the arc that connects these avenues of discovery, undertaking high-impact work in collaboration with world-class investigators in state-of-the-art facilities.

Along with building communities of excellence in research and education, the College focuses on convergent, team science that seeks to improve the health of the planet and people locally, nationally, and around the world.

College of Sciences graduates are well honed in thinking critically, testing hypotheses, and unraveling complex problems through the dynamic interplay of data, reason, and imagination.

From exploring the quantum logic of ultra-cold atoms and the innerworkings of the stars and nearby galaxies; to deciphering proofs of the billion-year history of Earth’s oceans and atmosphere; to investigating the origins of life throughout the cosmos; to identifying how brains and bodies work — College of Sciences students embody the value and impact of scientific curiosity shaped by careful mentoring and deep respect for how much we still must discover and understand.

Established more than a century ago, the Georgia Tech Scheller College of Business has a distinguished history as part of a world-renowned technological research university. Scheller is strategically positioned at the intersection of business and technology, with a commitment to developing principled, forward-thinking leaders who use technology as their vehicle for creating value, driving innovation, and improving the human condition. Scheller offers AACSB-accredited bachelor’s, master’s, and Ph.D. programs in business administration, along with a number of interdisciplinary and dual degrees in computing, design, engineering, and medicine (in partnership with the Morehouse School of Medicine). These programs are recognized year after year in the top 10 among public institutions by U.S. News & World Report, Bloomberg Businessweek, The Financial Times, and more. In addition to degree programs, Scheller also offers open enrollment and custom corporate executive education programs specifically designed to meet the unique needs of today’s professionals and companies. Located in the heart of midtown Atlanta’s Technology Square — an area with the highest density of startups, corporate innovators, and academic researchers in the southeastern U.S. — Scheller provides its students with unparalleled experiential learning opportunities as part of a dynamic innovation ecosystem. Through top-ranked career services and an expansive alumni network, Scheller is able to connect students and graduates to the world’s most innovative companies, not just in Atlanta but around the world.

The College of Business makes fundamental discoveries, addresses humanity’s most pressing challenges, and develops global leaders in science and technology. The College cultivates curiosity, encourages exploration, and fosters innovation to develop scientific solutions for a better society. Working across six internationally ranked schools, faculty, staff, alumni, and students mentor one another to become bold, creative, collaborative leaders who push the frontiers of human knowledge, imagination, and innovation.

College of Business students and faculty advance both fundamental and solution-based science, and they support the arc that connects these avenues of discovery, undertaking high-impact work in collaboration with world-class investigators in state-of-the-art facilities.

Along with building communities of excellence in research and education, the College focuses on convergent, team science that seeks to improve the health of the planet and people locally, nationally, and around the world.

College of Business graduates are well honed in thinking critically, testing hypotheses, and unraveling complex problems through the dynamic interplay of data, reason, and imagination.

From exploring the quantum logic of ultra-cold atoms and the innerworkings of the stars and nearby galaxies; to deciphering proofs of the billion-year history of Earth’s oceans and atmosphere; to investigating the origins of life throughout the cosmos; to identifying how brains and bodies work — College of Business students embody the value and impact of scientific curiosity shaped by careful mentoring and deep respect for how much we still must discover and understand.
Georgia Tech Professional Education (GTPE) is the global campus and lifetime education arm of the Institute, providing continuing education for more than a century and learning at a distance for more than 40 years. GTPE offers more than 600 courses and bootcamps, 63 professional and graduate certificate programs, and 13 online degree programs in tech, business, and industry-specific subject matter to meet the needs of working professionals and industry partners. These programs are offered worldwide both online and on-site and are designed to position professionals to deliver immediate workplace impact using knowledge and skills learned from Georgia Tech’s faculty experts and one another.

In addition to professional academic offerings, the division administers K-12 outreach and English as a Second Language programs and manages meeting and event facilities at the Georgia Tech Global Learning Center in Atlanta and at Georgia Tech-Savannah.

The Georgia Tech Library is recognized internationally for robust digital services, student engagement initiatives, transformation of physical spaces, and innovative programming and services. Millions of books (including popular reading and science fiction), journals, technical reports, government documents, maps, videos, and other items are available via the Library. The Library’s website features access to hundreds of databases and thousands of books, e-books, scholarly journals and e-journals, reports, electronic dissertations, discipline and course-specific research guides, and much more. With more than 500,000 visits to the website, nearly 4 million searches and full-text content accessed, and more than 1 million on-site visits annually, the Library’s services and resources are heavily utilized by the Georgia Tech community. For students, the Library is a 24/7 gathering place — cultivating intellectual inquiry, promoting academic discourse, and fostering knowledge. For faculty, the Library supports world-class advancements in teaching and research. The Library also manages the G. Wayne Clough Undergraduate Learning Commons, which is dedicated to student academic enrichment and innovative learning opportunities. Clough Commons is a popular destination for students, with more than 3 million visits annually.

The Office of the Executive Vice President for Research provides leadership and strategic direction to Georgia Tech’s $1 billion research enterprise. The goals of this office are to create transformative research opportunities, strengthen collaborative partnerships, and maximize Tech’s economic and societal impact across the research enterprise and around the world. Direct reporting units include 11 interdisciplinary research institutes, the Georgia Tech Research Institute (Tech’s applied research arm), the Enterprise Innovation Institute (the nation’s largest university-based economic development, technology transfer, and industry assistance organization), the Georgia Tech Research Corporation (an affiliated organization that oversees contracting and licensing), and the Office of Industry Collaboration (created to coordinate large company partnerships). The recently created position of chief commercialization officer is leading the development of a thriving campuswide entrepreneurial ecosystem.
The Division of Administration and Finance leads, supports, and enables institutional effectiveness by providing strategic and responsive administrative, financial, information, and physical infrastructure services for Georgia Tech. The approximately 1,700 employees within Administration and Finance provide administrative and physical infrastructure services to support Georgia Tech’s students, faculty, and staff — the platform for the Institute’s continuing success in achieving its mission of education, research, and economic development. Administration and Finance has responsibility for Georgia Tech’s fiscal integrity and accountability for budget, revenues, expenditures, and money management to the president; Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia; state and federal government; other public and private sponsors; Institute constituents; and the public.

With more than 400 student-athletes across 17 varsity sports, Georgia Tech competes at the highest level of intercollegiate athletics as a member of NCAA Division I and the Atlantic Coast Conference, while also developing young people who will change the world. Georgia Tech has long been a leader in innovation in college athletics, with the NCAA CHAMPS/Life Skills Program (known as the Total Person Program at Georgia Tech), commitments to athletic scholarships until a student-athlete graduates, and the use of virtual reality in recruiting among the many concepts that originated on The Flats. The Yellow Jackets have won five national championships during their illustrious history — four in football (1917, 1928, 1952, and 1990) and one in women’s tennis (2007). They also have made two appearances in the Final Four in men’s basketball (1990 and 2004) and three in the College World Series in baseball (1994, 2002, and 2006). Combining a world-class education with top-notch athletics, Georgia Tech has produced 85 Academic All-Americans.
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Welcome to the Georgia Tech Alumni Association

CONGRATULATIONS!
You are now part of the Georgia Tech Alumni Association, an exclusive organization of more than 175,000 alumni worldwide.

We are with you for a lifetime — ready to provide professional development skills, connect you with fellow Yellow Jackets in your local community and globally, and welcome you back to campus.

Continue your pursuit of progress and service with us. Join in volunteer leadership and community service opportunities, and help fund scholarships, state-of-the-art programs, and the legacy of the Institute with Roll Call, Georgia Tech’s Fund for Excellence.

We stand in proud support of you and invite you to stand with one another in proud support of Georgia Tech. As you set out to change the world, stay in touch. Our Georgia Tech Connect online platform hosts lively discussions, houses job opportunities, and keeps you in touch with fellow graduates. Sign up at connect.gtalumni.org.

Jocelyn Stargel
IE 1982, MSIE 1986
Chair, Alumni Association
THE ALMA MATER

Oh, sons of Tech, arise, behold!
The Banner as it reigns supreme,
For from on high the White and Gold
Waves in its triumphant gleam.
The spirit of the cheering throng
Resounds with joy revealing
A brotherhood in praise and song,
In memory of the days gone by.
Oh Scion of the Southland!
In our hearts you shall forever fly.
We cherish thoughts so dear for thee,
Oh, Alma Mater in our prayer.
We plead for you in victory,
And in the victory we share!
But when the battle seems in vain
Our spirits never falter,
We’re ever one in joy or pain
And our union is a lasting bond.
Oh! May we be united
Till the victory of life is won.

Music by Frank Roman
Words by I.H. Granath

THE RAMBLIN’ WRECK

I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech, and a hell of an engineer
A helluva, helluva, helluva, helluva, hell of an engineer.
Like all the jolly good fellows, I drink my whiskey clear.
I’m a Ramblin’ Wreck from Georgia Tech, and a hell of an engineer.

Oh! If I had a daughter, sir, I’d dress her in white and gold,
And put her on the campus to cheer the brave and bold.
But if I had a son, sir; I’ll tell you what he’d do—
He would yell “To Hell with Georgia” like his daddy used to do.

Oh! I wish I had a barrel of rum and sugar three thousand pounds,
A college bell to put it in and a clapper to stir it ‘round.
I’d drink to all good fellows who come from far and near.
I’m a Ramblin’, Gamblin’, hell of an engineer.
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